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A RAIN STORM

l!0(5.

127,

NUMIiEU 100
TEXAS SWEPT

CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO IN FLAMES

SWEEPS OVER

BY TORNADO

WRECKED CITY
Adds to Suffering of

LAST NIGHT
Town of Bellevue Was

People--

Cars Start

Street

Wrecked and the

Running Today.
SAUNAS

SUFFERERS

AGAIN

'

Young Militia Man Arrested
For Indiscriminate Shooting Off His Beat.
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TlIIRTtEN LIVES WtRE LOST

-

Fire Followed the Wind and
Consumed What the
Tornado Spared.
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San Francisco. Cal., April 27.
Many of th, homeless people of Sun
Francisco, camped
In
the parks,
squares ami vacant lots were awak
oned at an early hour this morning
by water dripping turough the improvised tents, which afforded but
oor .protection against the heavy
rain" that log3n' about 1 o'clock and
continued several hours.
Although JiKlc-prepared than for
several days i:ast, because hundreds
of tenta havi been received since the
last storm, thousands were still without proper shelter. The least distress
was at the Presidio, where nearly
all the refugees are provided with
'
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Fort Worth, Tex., April 27. A dispatch this morning from Ilellevue, Tex.
places tho loss of life there by last
night's tornado at thirteen. The town
is practically wrecked, the buildings
that caught Are after the storm had
passed being burned today. A carload
of provisions was sent from Fort
Worth this morning and tents were
rushed from Wichita Falls.
In addition a number of people were
seriously Injured. The property losses
are placed at 200,000. Reports from
Stoneburg say that the cotton Jin
there was wrecked and several resi
dences were damaged, but no one was
injured. The tornado covered an are
eight miles wide, and destroyed farm
houses and crops. Six hundred peo
ple at ueiievue are homeless and
practically destitute.
Sydney Webb, chairman of the reflet committee at Bellevue asked the
Associated Press to make an appeal
for help. All contributions should b
sent to W. D. Worshall & Co., Henrietta, Texas.
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In "Cow Hallow," in the reaT of
Harborvlew, about 3,000 Italians from
Russian and Telegraph Hills, and
some Chinese and Japanese are camped. Few hid Unts and there was the
worst digress. The women and children In the other camps also experienced much suffering.
Cars will start on several of the
streets today, permission to run cars
on Pacific avf nue, Fillmore, Church,
Sixteenth, and certain parts of Mission street having been granted last
night.
One hundred and fifty stores opened for business yesterday, but before
night numerous complaints were received that the store keepers
had
raised pride. These complaints are
being investigated.
STORM
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A view of the burning down-tow- n
section, taken from Nob Hill. This was in the earlv stae of the fire.
down the street, is the Hall of Justice, while in the smoke are the great buildings along Market Street.
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EXTENDS TO
OAKLAND

CITY ALSO

Oakland, Cal., April 27. A heavy
downpour of rain set in at midnight
and continued throughout the morning. This made things miserable for
the unfortunate refugees in San Francisco now living under canvass in the C
various camps. The number there
was increased yesterday by the re
moval into the camps of those pre
viously given shelter in churches and
tails. A strong wind is also blowing
and the weather is cold.
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BILL OF TILLMAN

PRESE KTAT1VES FROM AMERI CAi

AMERICANS LEAD IN
EVENTS AT ATHENS.
Athens. April 27. In the final heat
raoe, Archie Hahn,
in the
of tho Milwaukee Athletic club, wot
first; Fay R. Moulton, of the Kansas
City Athletic club, second; Barker, of
Australia, talrd. Time, 11:15.
, The
first Iwat of the 15,000-metrace was won by Lightbody, of Chicago university. Time, 4:19
Sullivan, of th
second;
Athletic club, third;
Wheatley, of Australia, fourth. Nln
men started. I
In t,he aocond hoat, McQ rough, ot
England, was first. Time, 4:10
Crabl8, of England, second; Bonhag,
of
Athletic club, third';
Colin, of the same club, ' fourth.
Eleven men ran In this heat.
100-met-
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Imposing Ceremonies Addresses by
Prof. Smith and Ambassador Mc- Cormick, Latter in Full.
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Punishing, Corporations for Campaign Con- , tributions House Voted $ 1 00,000 to
Mare Island Navy Yard. ' ;

10
-

.ihinillv.

'study of the life of Franklin, his enthusiasm for thfj subject, olid' hi pow- era as a speaker, b.jgleil him out for
.
I have now the honor
this

ADOPT
DECISIVE MEASURES
:
Paris, April 27. The police adopted
decisive measures this morning to
apprehend an element which was
disorderly. They searched the headv uBuiusum, u. v,., April
.'. inejTne measure does not apply to the quarters of the confederation of labor
senate commuiee on privileges and persons receiving such contributions and fifty branches throughout the
ctty.
elections by unanimous vote today au
Also a number of houses of royalists,
who are suspected of encouraging disthorized Senator Foraker to report APPROPRIATION MADE
FRISCO POSTOFFICE
in the ihope of effecting a coup
favorably tho Tillman bill to prohibit
Washington, D. C, April 27.The order
Insurance and other corporations from house committee on appropriations d' etat.
contributing to campaign funds.
today authorized a favorable report on
Tho bill was amended by the sub- the bill carrying an appropriation for DRY DOCK DEWEY ON
WAY TO PHILIPPINES
committee and was made to apply to $100,000 for the repair work at Mare
corporations of all kinds and to all Island, California, navy yard, to give
Port Said, April 27. The United
doctors in presidential
and
employment to San Francisco me-- , State dry dock Dewey, on way to
elections, nnd for legis- chanlcs and also $70,000 to meet emer- Philippines, In tow, entered the Sues
latures where United States senators gency expenditures of tho postofdee Canal today.
are to fie rhnnnn anrt frr raiifnuimtn. department, Incident to the San Fian-clsc- o
tu-ptn nnncrrwup
Will Dracuss "Asset Currency."
Thn MM
.l
disaster. President Roosevelt
New York, April 27. The Reform
offending corporations subject to a recommended $300,000 for Mare
Island
will give a dinner at the Manflue of 5,000 and the employes of the navy yard
senate passed the Club
hattan Hotel this evening under the
corporations subject to a fine of $1,000 bill for thatuudtthe
amount yesterday.
auspices of its Sound Currency committee, to discuss Informally the subject of "Asset Currency," so called.
Among those who have been invited
to take part In the discussion are the
Secretary of the Treasury,
former
Secretaries Carlisle and Gage, former
Comptroller of the Currency Fckles.
the members tf the committee recently appointed by the Chamber of
Commerce of this city and other
prominent men.

pep-Ice-

to present Mr. Albert Henry Smith,
special representative of the United
StateH for the Franklin Bicentennial
celebrntiwu In Paris."

SALINAS SUFFERED
THREE SHOCKS AGAIN
Los Angeles, Cal., April 27. A long
distance telephone message this mornFULLER PARTICULARS
ing from a correspondent of the AsOF THE STATUE ITSELF.
sociated Press at Salinas, 12 miles
Paris, April 27. The
south of San Francisco, states that
asjuct of today's celebration is
three quite hard earthquake shocks
shown in the composition of the com
were felt there last night, but so far
as known no damage was done. The
mittees cf honor, including a former;
American president, Mr. Cleveland;
damage to Salinas from the earth
27. In the presence of informed me of his intention to
April
Paris,
two former French presidents. Mgr.
quake shock last week is in excess of
cf people, among them sent a statue of Penjamin Franklin
$1,000,000. The Salinas liver is re many Americans,
Loubet and Casimlr-Perler- ;
as well!
magnificent
to
city
Paris,
of
It
the
the
me
to
seemed
ay many other prominent public men,
ported to have sunk ten or twelve feet bronze statue of lienjamlu Franklin, that the occasion should be
seized
along its course for miles.
by John H. Harjes, the Amer-- j on for a demonstration of that warm French and American.
Bouvemir
issued for
banker,
lean
to the city of Paris, was friendship which exists between the theThecelebration Invitations
FINELY ILLUSTRATES
are a most artbstiC
Al.t wnrld'a two irrent rnnnlillpfl onH fnr
Uv Prnf
lliio
MILITIA USEFULNESS be-r-t
C. Snivth. of the American which Franklin so firmly .laid
the example of French a engraving. In
San Francisco, April 27. The first
larS medallon
spe-- foundation. The happy coincidence of
was
r?er
society,
Philosophical
who
arrest for alleged indiscriminate and daily appointed as the representative the approach of tho bicentenary of
fTa "V " sow lnK t be lines o tails
reckless shooting by a member of tho ...
flowing
.
f'lce
his
locks.
and
V
Over 5,- f,,w' t,o.i WanUiin'M hirth nnom.H tho
state militia, was made shortly before
he
invitations were issued
unveiling
to
broaden
ceremonies
the
which
statue.
The
ident
Roosevelt.
midnight, when Ernest Wilder, militia
.,o..oam,n
n,ilinto the fete which von hive heeni,ht' additional demands for them hav
th
sentinel, was taken into custody nnd
I
um
a asked to honor with your presence. 'ome fronl a11 directions, people want- n
in
nmichair.
scientist
disarmed by Captain B. F. Ritten- ine tnem as memtoes of the occasion
The spontaneous and hearty
in
standing
duplicate
of
statue
the
house of tho United States marine
government
of
Ims
tion
French
the
postomce.
Philadelphia
It
corps, who turned him over to the po front of the
"You are invited to take part in the
given to this fete the international
lice. Wilder is charged with leaving is of bronze and was cast in New character
which brings into relief li centennial celebration of the birth
his post and "shooting up" the dis York, after the design by John J
chapter in Franklin's life which Id Henjamin Franklin, patriot, dlplo-Rittenhoase. Hoyle, the New York sculptor, It cost! fiat
trict commanded by
tieiongs to France as well as to the maiisi and pnnosopner, and at the m- Wilder, who is a youth of twenty, was aiiout siu.oiio.
The ceremonies in connection with United States, and which I trust will augurarirn of his statue, presontod to
badly scared when arrested, and
dear to the hearts of the city of Paris by Mr. John II. Har-claimed that he saw a mad dog, or th iinvnillni? rf t h statue, which has citizensbe ofheld
both countries. In every j s, which will take place at the Pal
something, and shot at it. Later it been placed In the Rue Franklin, not
the civilized world ace of the Trocadero,
was discovered that he had killed a far from the house which Franklin land throughout
during the year are set apart 2n, lyfn;, at 11 o'clock a. m.,
Peooccupied, when he was American
small pet poodle.
a laree to celebrate its advent into the ranks ra rciia.T of tho ambassador of the
wan
tat. . i.,,,, 'rreat
AS TO EXAGGERATION OF
hall of the Tro- - of independent and sovereign states, United States, the members of the
7ii.tino- tn tha
pie
en committee of honor of tho president
CASUALTY
ESTIMATES
Pnlnne ahlrh TvMds several as wo11 08 the ,,lrth 'f the Kreat
lofty
inspired
whose
character
the
orami
of
committee
mcmUrs
the
27.
of
to'
Cal.,
The
April
FranciKco.
San
thousand persons, and was filled
nilmlratiiin unit cntin- - siiniittin '
opinion is gaining ground that the 1. ,,tn,a.t a.,npitv
Amonz those 'masses
firm and
whose
Th
ttatue of Henjamin Franklin,
recent
lu
the
casualties
of
a
dour1.
number
present were President lllieres,
nuvil.M today, Is a duplicate ,t the
.f
earthquake and fire, has been over large number of other represents h,i,ni1 fuld,0(1 the fral1 Bhi
Speaking on the subject lives of the French government, the ihroiiKh the stormy s rucgle tor in- one In front of the Philadelphia
estimated.
New York, April 27. The IlroiTklyn
revolut.on,against a office, which is considered by many
The inner looj), of two tracks also,
General Greely said:
cf the cabinet, members of doronUenco. or of
to turn Fouth at University Place,
ciiies to be a masterpiece, and the 'Rapid iran.sii company has evolved isrunning
"So many and such grossly exag- the senate and chamber of deputies, 'tvrannirnl rpL'inie
through Wooster street to
have their In st statue of'Frankl n ev r made. It plans for solving the traffic nuestlon.
"These celebrations
gerated reports of the number of as well as representatives of various
represents him witi'd in his favorite which, If carried out, will enable the Canal street, whenco It will be cardeaths have been sent out that we scientific ami literary societies, mem- - prtictical value In keeping the fires of
to Center street,
have determined to make a system- hers of the academy and many rep patriotism alive with that love oT arm chair, cumfoifaMy enfolded lu a street ralUay lines annually to carry nal eastward
and then hoiiiIi again, and will reach
to dressing robe. At the silo and a llt- atic Investigation." Ho said, "For in- resentatives of foreign governments country which Inspires the soldier up
!o to the rear of thn chair is a largo 2n)M ."" mure pers- ns a year by the third tunnel at the foot of Maiden
leave lmme and family to take
stance, it was stated that as many as and societies.
arn s for the defen-- e of its houor and bo U, as if t iu,i ist falb n from 'l'jlo than are carried now across the Lane. This tunnel will come out at
75 lives were lost in the Valencia
Prof. Smyth. whr has written one its
: in r. pplt
rights.
street, and a short distance
anu ri..,.r ....,.rv yc ar. In a general way
hotel, but so far as we have been able of the most complete nnd recent bioguie uuiKis 01 me gri :it
beyond trains running tbreugh It will
"On the initiation of Prance's ally, diploma. Franklin's ai'Uuilo 4 one
to ascertain the loss did not exceed raphies of Franklin, which has been
company
it is tne iinnniun in mi
to n Join the trains on the outer loop.
twenty. I believe there are similar received
great
aimiratinn Ills majesty, t In emperor of all tho of repose, and from tin expression of uo aw.i won leiniinais, wnere uow10se
with
rou,t, h.,s Rlro-udiscrepances which will be discovered throughout, the civilized world, dellv- - Russins, The llu'.'iie Tribunal was es- - l.i.t
s'.rong face. iIimc seems to
been de
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it I luuiuies, scribed.
h;n i' tf 1st ics of line f j
mi:;ht shire for:1! those
Inter, after a thorough examination nr,..t I))U irarinn ill uhtph hp ltalll a tablished that governments
s'it'.lte subway Ioojis.
of records and a search of the ruins." plowing
of aro.t rat ion ready to lov. and kindlini. s whi' ii did so much and to
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(Continued on page four.)
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FULL ACCOUNT GIVEN OF THE
STATUE AND ITS SCULPTOR
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SCOTTY" EXPECTED
THROUGH

TONIGHT

Walter Scott, he of Death Valley
fame, will pass through the city tonight en route to "San Herdoo." as
"Scotty" humorously calls it, to ba
present at his preliminary examination for assault with a deadly weapon uprn the persons of bis brother,
Wanitir Scott and Mining Fxpert Owen, of Hoston, which is set for Tuesday. May 1.
"Scotty's" brother Hill, together
with Hill Key and A. Y. Pearl, still
linger in r'ho San Bernardino jail, having failed to give h:nd.
"My brother, Warner," said
Bill
Scott, lu discussing the affair, "Is a
pretty good Indian, but he's got tho
wrong dope. When I saw him last he
told me he loved me and would knock
off
IT.i.eoil on tin- - $150,000 damago
suit against me. I told him I'd U i
good as he, and knock off the other
$73,000, but somehow that didn't seem
t meet w ith Warner's approval."
"Scotty," who was
here as the
principal character in the melodrama,
"Scotty, King of tbi Desert Mine,"
has been out on $2,000 bond, since
shortly after his arrest, biK Bill, his
brother, states that he will not coma
.
of jilt if they reduce the bond to
thirty cents.
a--
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RAPID TRANSIT
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SOLVE PROBLEM

Scheme Proposed 200,000,000 More
Can be Carried Every Year in Safety,

t

'n

THE POLICE

a

..

min-,(,il-

n

SpiHial to The Evening Citizen.
I as Vegas. X. M., April 27.
F. B.
Rudolph, an employe of tho Santa, Fa
telegraph office in Albuquerque for
the past three years, died on train No.

near Las Vegas this morning.
Friend were taking him to his old
home at Howling (iroen. Ohio, with
tho hope that the change would prolong bis life. He was a sufferer of
f il'ic rculosls.
The deceased was a
first c!a-- s operator and a valued employe.
Ho had many friends in Albuquerque and ou the road.
H
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ARTICLES

INCORPORATION

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Office

f the Secretary.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
I. J. V Raynolds. Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do herebycertify that there was filed for recwrd In this office, at 2 o clock p. m.,
oa too 24th day of April ,A. D. 190G,
Articles of Incorporation of Vann
Mercantile Company (No. 4384),
And also that I have compared the
following copy of the same with the
rlgtnal thereof, now on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
At the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this 24th day of April. A. I. 1906.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
Articles of Incorporation of Vann
Mercantile Company.
Know All Men Uy These Presents:
That we. Sanmuel Vann. Samuel T.
"Vann and Florence K. Vann, all of the
city of Albuquerque, county or
Territory of New Mexico, all
of whom are citizens of the United
States of America, have this day vol
untarily associated ourselves together
for the purpose ot rorming a corpora
tion under the laws or the Territory
of New Mexico, and we hereby cerller-olill-

tify:

Article

That fhe name
shall be

The county commissioners have
bought from the Dcming City Water
company two blocks of ground on
which lo locate the new court house,
which is to be commenced at an early
date.
The Electric Light and Ice Manu
facturing company of this city has
Improvements
Just completed
for
doubling the capacity of their plant.
Reports from outlying cattle ranch
es are most favorable and we shall
have larger shipments than usual this
year.
In fact business in all lines con
tinues good and Demlng's future Is
acquiring a positive lustre the kind
that won't rub off, too.

o.

LAS VEGAS WAITRESS
SHOOTS AT A DRUNK

I.

of Said ecrporation

Article II.

That the principal place of business
of said corporation shall be located
at the corner of Second street and

Gold avenue. In the city of Albuquer
que, New Mexico, and the name of
the agent In charge thereof Is Samuel

Vann.

Article III.

The objects and purposes for which
?ald corporation is formed are and
shall be the buying and selling, botn

at wiholeeale

and retail, of all kinds of
op
merchandise, drugs, stationery,
tical goods and Jewelry.
Article IV.
of capital stock of
ald corporation is Fifteen Thousand
Dollars.

That the amount

Article VI.

The amount of the capital stock
fllh which said corporation shall
commence business is the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Dollars.
Article VII.

The full names of the persons form
lng this corporation, otgether with

the

postoffice address and number of
mares BUbserllied by each, is as fol
lows:
Samuel Vann, Albuquerque, N. M
x.

at,

seventy-tw-

Albuquerque, N.

o.

Florence E. Vann, Albuquerque,
M., two.

N

Article VIII.
That the time for which said cor
poration is to exist is i'ifty years
Irom and after the date of its Incor
poration.
Article IX.
The number of directors shall n t
be less than three nor more than five
as way be determined by the stock
holders from timo to time, and the
names and residences of those wuo
are appointed for the first three
months, are Samuel Vann. Samuel T
vann ana r lomnce is. vanir. all re
siding In the city of Albluquerque
county or llernalillo, Territory
New Mexico,

In Witness Whereof, we have here
21st
lay of April .A. I), liiofi.
KA.MUEL VANN,
(Seal)
SAM TEL T. VANN.
(Seal)
FLORENCE E. VANN, (Seal)

vnu, set our hands and seals this

Territory of

New Mexico, county of
llernalillo ss.
On this 21st day of April, A. I).
1906, before me, a Notary Public
within and for said county, personally
appeared Samuel Vann, Samuel
Vann and Florence E. Vann, to mo
known to be the persons described in
nd who executed the foregoing instrument, anil acknowledged
that
they executed the same as their free
act and deed.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my namo and affixed
my Notarial Seal, the day and year
last above written.
(Seal)
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS.
Notary Public.
Endorsed:
No. 4384.
Cor. Kec'd.
Vol. B, page 35.
Articles, of Incorporation of Vann
Mercantile Company.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Mexico, April 24, ljnfi, at 2 p. in
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary.
Couip'd. O. to W.
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ALL

WORK

.

s

177,

N. M.
WANTED

New Bldg.

$8
....50c

$6.00
$1.50 Up

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED. ' f

.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capita.

Ciriin

ml Surplus. $100,000

iin

nftlrio

according to your wish.

double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE Two sets of snelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
flrst-clnF-

917 Chemical Building, St. Louis
WA NT E t

V

AVE.

BftOXERS

HAPOOODS (Inc.), Brain Broken

PHARMACY

Extracting

LtfAM

first-clas-

Opposite Raynolds'

ad will appear

ditct, or call, and the

WANTED A
per week. Pox

EAST RAILROAD

Painless

i

n i

tn

TRA CHARGE.

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

l

W nrr nrulrr mntrnrt with miny emploTrr lo gny-p- ir
Tim n
hi nil drn'.p .usil 1'itifl, tut
hnv not
i futi,i'i
rl.ht in ii tn ti II (tn- nnitort umtiM nowononr
c.l( utile nf niliiisT nn lnerutlvs. Cirri
I,.!. If Jfoil
rill, Te. finical or fit let man position paving from fl ,"")
! lwoklt tHMng liuw
( f .,h'Oa var writ f.r plan
f can market your ability. Offices la 12 cities.

GOODS
DELIVER
WE
PROMPTLY WITHOUT EX-

wniraijjjjju,

through them.
A.

SAME
STERLING
THE
QUALITIES CHARACTERIZE
OUR
SUNDRIES AND SICK
ROOM SUPPLIES.

HIGHLAND

umwa VKiimAMtLUKumusumux

the Western Union or Postal Tele
TELEPHONE
graph oillceg for nn
D. T. messenger
von r ad with the cash to Tha
n,

PATRONAGE.

barber, $13
Las Cruces,

INTEREST

e

Call at F. F. Trotter s
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bargain; will take small property in

exchange.

talk with

Write,

F.

L.

wire, phone or
McSpadden, 303

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

fits

SSsaik Qt

el

suiuiQiieQ

Good reliable stationary
South Broadway.
engineer and blacksmith; apply at FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, 207 North
Clarkvlllo coal yards.
Arno street, has for sale, settings
Want ED A competent person for of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
general housework. Apply to Mrs.
Rhode Island Reds, Wthite PlymExtends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
outh Rocks, Barred ' Plymouths,
John F. Pearce, 71S West Railroad
Browj Leghorns, etc. One dollar
avenue.
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
per setting.
WANTED Homo for boy of 3 years
Darbershop
of age during the day. Will call FOR SALE A first-clas- s
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
at a bargain. It is the best shop
in answer to ad. Mrs. Neckcr, C07
In the best location, with the best
Marquette avenue.
SOLOMON LUNA. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
trade in the town, with the best
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanJ. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solofuture of any town In the southclothing. No. 515 South First street,
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
west. Write at once. E. D. Wilsouth of viaduct. Send address and
liams, Las Cruces, N. M.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
inDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.
WANTED Men's washing and lace FOR SALE OR TRADE Are yousome
terested in mines? I have
curtains to launder. Hand work;
with
good
said
to
Talk
deals.
be
satisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
me T. I McSpadden, 300 S. Broadton, 411 W?st Coal avenue
way.
VV'ANTED
Good men, any number
ror rock worn:; southern Arizona;
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abra- TO EXCHANGE3 I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
avenue, under Elite rooming house
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
WANTED Big mail order hous
See him for business exchanges.
wants local assistant as dlstric
300 South Broadway.
Offiesrs and Directors.
distributer for few counties. Per TO EXCHANGE I have property in
.,.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
manent work. Salary, $18, pal - Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
weekly from home office, and ex
,.
...
Vice President
to
Colorado
Arizona
for
and
trade
penses. Expense money advanced
FRANK
McKKB
Cashier
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
R. A. FROST
Address
No Investment required.
Assistant Cashier
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Standard Company, Como block
Director
Broadway
Chicago.
AGENTS
WANTED.
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
MALE hELP WANTED.
JfcIir?r
MEN WANTED Wages paid while "DESTRUCTION OF SAN FRANCISCO" Best book; large profits
Authorized Capital
learning the barber trade; situa$500,0000
act quick.
Sample free Globe
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
t
$250,000.
Company, 723 Chestnut
street
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia.
Cal.
Depository for Atchison, Topeks k. 6anta' Fe Railway Company
in eacn state to
WANTED
Good men, any number WANTEDMen
signs,
post
and
advertise
travel,
.for rock work; southern Arizona;
leave samples of our goods. Salary
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranper
$75.00
month. $3.00 per day for
teed for three years. Inquire Abraexpenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S., 0000XDOOOCXXDX3XCKCXCXXI)COOOOC
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Atlas block, Chicago.
avenue, under Elite rooming house.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
Agents make $6 daily
WANTED
FOR RENT.
selling the cheapest and most perFOR RENT Two rooms for light
fect water filter ever Invented. ReAT THE
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
tails at $2. Big profit. Exclusive
FOR. RENT Four room brick house,
territory. Seneca Filter Co., Sen-ca- ,
close in. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
Mo.
6tore.
MAKE BIG MONEY FAST selling the
official story of "The Destruction of
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
San Francisco." Our authors, Trumthe Golden Rule Dry Goods company. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
bull White and Richard Linthlcum,
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
guarantee authenticity.
Nearly 500
Phelnn.
or small, and offer in return for samo every attention and business
large pages. Dozens of photographs.
FOR REN T Th ree- - row m furnished
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution
to
Retail $1.50. $10 to $20 per day
Inquire Shufflebarger's
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
easy If you act quick. Will outsell
furniture store, 218 West Gold ave
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
any book ever published. Everynue.
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its efflcers.
Send
body
free.
interested.
Outfit
FOR RENT
Desiranle furnished
10c for postage today. Best terms
room for housekeeping.
403 South
DIRECTORS.
to agents. Credit given, freight paid.
Second street, ono block south o
Take orders while waiting for outfit. 6 O. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
I. A. DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
postoflice.
Monarch Book Company, Chicago.
A
B. A. MI ERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
FOR RENT Highland meat market.
Y
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
Best business location in the city.
NEW HOUSE FOR SALE.
Apply to Charles Conroy, 5ul South
On North Twelfth Street.
Arno street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without board, at the Roosevelt
U "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHKD 1171
FIVE ROOMS,
House, 309Va West Railroad avenue.
FIFTY FOOT LOT,
Under new management. Mtes F.
d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

B. F. CO PP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS,

,

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.

Ira

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M. Bona,
99. V

.front

N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Innd
rtntenta rnnvrtntit. pa.aato

THE MAN INuTED HER WHEN lette'r patents,
trade marks, claims.
SHE REFUSED TO GIVE HIM
R. W. U. Bryan.
ANYTHING TO EAT.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
ie
Drunken men had best stay away BaifK
building.
from the Meridian restaurant on Rail
E. W. Oobson.
road avenue, says the Las Vegas Op.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
tic. This is especially true of those
given to the use of uncouth language. well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Last night one of the waitresses who
DENTISTS.
had been insulted by a drunken man
grabbed a revolver which was lying
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
bandy and fired twice in the direction
Dental Surgeon.
of the retreating figure, albeit she did
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
not attempt to use him for a target.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
The drunk and disorderly who was Both 'phones. Appointments made by
gathered in later by the police gave mall.
his name as William Martin. He was
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
leaving the restaurant rather relucNo. 30S Railroad avenue.
Office
tantly and was taking his lime about hours,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
it until he heard the pistol shots and p. m. to8:30
5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
then he beat a hot foot over in the
by mail.
direction of the railroad yards, where Iiointments made
he was arrested. Neither of the bulPHYSICIANS.
lets took effect or oven went danger
DR. R. L. HUST,
ously near hm. The waitress who
did the shooting claims that she did
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
no try to hit him, but that she fired
Tuberculosis treated with High- the pistol up in the air simply to Frequency
Electrical' Current and Ger
frighten him away.
Treatments given each oay
Martin, it appears, went into the micide.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
restaurant and called for something from
to eat. 'When he was refused he be- In attendance. Both 'phones.
CK. W. G. SHADRACH,
came abusive and was ordered out of
the -place. As he staggered to the Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
door- he turned on his heel to make
and Throat.
an obsceno remark which so angered Occults!
and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
the waitress to whom It was addres- lines. Office,
313
West. Railroad
sed that she procured the revolver avenue.
and fired 1t off twice. The pistol shots
9 to 12 a. m. and
to 5
created a little excitement in the vic- p. Hour:
ir
inity for a few minutes.
U N D E RT A K E R.
Martin was arraigned this morning
before Judge Dope. The prisoner was Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115
charged with disorderly conduct or
A. BORDERS,
an assault with words and the waitUndertaker.
ress in question was the complaining CommercialCityClub
Uulldlng. Black
witness. His houor sentenced the ofand white hearse, $5.
fender to the county jail for five
days in default of the payment of the
ARCHITECTS.
fine Imposed and the prisoner will be
F.
Spencer
W.
tvi V. O. Walling
able to enjoy the table d'hote meals
served during the interim at the Hotel ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
Albuquorqun. N. M. Both 'phones.
de Romero.
The Judge cautioned the young lady
LAND MATTERS.
against using a revolver, except in
case of
and reminded
H. W. S. Otero,
her that she had recourse to the law
United States Court Commissioner,
)
when
Insulted
otherwise
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
to matters before the land offlcf
CIVIL ENGINEER.
TO RECEIVE TEN
J. R. Farwell,
DOLLARS PER DIEM Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
NEW MEXICO LtGISLATORS WILL
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
DO SO IF THE BILL PASSES
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
CONGRESS.
Til. nt K'n... Vrfl s ,
Tha latpa
. H. A.ldrcws lias intro
Delegate
scientific appliance and up to date
duced a bill granting the members of methods fo- - treating the hair, face
the New Mexico legislative assembly and scalp. Complexion steaming sad
un allowance of $lo per diem when in bleaching: manicuring and shampoo
water
session. I lie hill lias been referred to Ing. Electrolytic
automatic
avenue.
the committee on territories, it reads: massage. 613 West Gold
Ho Is enacted by the
Benate and Auto phone 279.
houte of representatives of the 1'nited
NOTARY PUBLIC.
States of America in congress assem
bled. That the compensation of the
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
members of the legislative assembly Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 Walt
of the territory of New Mexico shall
Gold avenue.
hereafter be ten dollars per day durACCOUNTANT.
ing the regular sessions of saiil legislative assembly in lieu of the compel) EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Books and
sat'on now provided by law.
1'
statements prepared. Improved
sys ems Installed. Twenty years'
Mrs. Rainhlnt, at her parlors, No
guaranexperience.
Satisfaction
20'J West Railroad avenue, Is pro
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
pared to give thorough scalp treat
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Hi' nt, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions ami Ingrowing nails. She
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
gives massage treatment and nianlcur-Ing- .
Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
A. L. Morgan.
of complexion cream builds up the
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
skin and Improves the complexion, TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
ana is guaranteed not to be injuri- cheerfully furnished; job work solicous. Sho also prepares a hair tonic ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
that cures and prevents dandruff and 911 North Second street, Albuquernair falling out; r stores life to 'dead que. N. M.
hair; removes moles, warts and
A Lucky Postmistress.
hair. Also a face nowder. a
Mrs. Alexander of Cury, Me., who
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile is
found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
cure A.I or these preparations are has
be the beu remedy she ever tried for
pure:y vegetable compounds. Have keeping
the stomach, liver nnd bowJust added a vibrator machine
for
In perfect order. You'll agree with
treatment f scalp, face, and cure of els
her if vou try these painless purifiers
wrinkles. It 1H U!so used for rheums that
infuse new life. Guaranteed by
tism, pains aud massage.
ail druggists. Price 25e.
6--

Article 'J.
That the capital stock ot said cor
poration shall be divided into One
Hundred and Fifty shares, of the par
ralue of One Hundred Dollars each.

Samuel T. Vann,

tir,l

'

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

'id yo-- can rely upon It, a we nave not failed before, that your
rnoney Is not thrown away. W have lo rented hundrsda of houses
l'y oor want ads, as woll as sold near'y everything we have adver- -

'

of Demlng.

Vann Mercantile Company.

eeventy-si-

2"i.

miles from town. They returned with
much enthusiasm and sunburn ami
report "the times of our lives" ami a
variety of experience.
Miss Lillian Smith of this city has
returned from an all winter visit in
Los Angeles, where she was the guest
of Mrs. ('harks Drake.
On Friday evening of this week
Mrs. S. Meredith Strong and Miss
Marie Stevens entertained "t whist.
Miss lXicima Kendrlch left, yester
day for a week's visit in El Paso.
Demlng has contributed $l,lou to
ward the relleffund for the unfortun
ate San Franciscans.
Last night the Masonic lodge of this
city held a memorial service in honor
of our first great naval commander,
John Paul Jones.
com
R. E. Powell of the Luna
pany has returned from New York
and the smelter will soon be In full
blast again.
J. L. Edge, a prominent real estate
man of Dayton, N. M., has opened an
Mr. Edge evidently
office in Demlng.
has a long nose for business prospects
as the city real estate sales last month
were double that of any former month.
The demand for homesteads holds
steadily and over 20,000 acres have
been taken up lately In the vicinity

.6"

100

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
atkF

ICINE YOU NEED THE VERY
PEST THAT SKILL, MONEY
AND EXPERIENCE CAN PRODUCE.
THAT'S JUST THE
KIND
YOU WILE GET IF
YOU FAVOR US WITH YOUR

BUSiNtSS DOUBLES

Special Correspondence.

One Cent

APRIL 21, 190$.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HEIP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secpf tt for yo fey a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

O
DZjrzz

YOU BUY

FRIDAY,

'

II

MEDICINE, YOU DON'T I1UY
IT UNTIL YOU NEED IT,
AND WHEN YOU NEED MED-

City Is Prosperous and

of Bernalillo County
OfrlUI
Ufl UT? or Miuqunrqua.
UlrtM Pratt fWoo Dli.atthM,

,
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
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tent-house-
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FOR SALE.
SALE Fancy pigeons. Apply
421 South Edith street.
t'Olt SALE All kinds of houseuolfl
furniture, 501 South Fourth street.
FOR SALE All lots in CororTada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FUH SALE A hanusome HarUman
piano, In fine condition and almost
Lew, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
Foil SALE Black Monorca and Bar
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatching; 75 cents per setting. Ed
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE".' Oil EXCITaNG E For
cFTy or ranch property, a new furnished rooming bouse. Best location
In the city. Address F. J., this of-

L. D.

SI 700 00

Moore.

Easy Terms.

FOR

WJ-PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue,
Notarial

work

Money
On

and

conveyancing.

Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Co

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
ag $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession. Our rates
main In
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from, all
fice.
parts of the world.
FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad31S West Railroad Aie.
den. Coo South Broadway.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
SELL. RENT OR TRADE 1.1st your
Open Evenings.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
nonth nroadway
NOTICE OF SALE OF STOCK
FOR SALE OR TKAuE 2 rooming
Notice is hereby given that on the
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
third day of May, A. D., 190ii, at 10
Bn ad way.
FO It" S A i. E"0ll TRADEnTgood busf-- o'clock a. m., at public auction at the
front door of the postotllce In the city
tiess for city property.
T. L.
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
301) South Broadway.
highest
best price the samo will
Ft Tf"SAI.E About 1.500 leet of ono- - bring In and
cash, the undersigned will
ba!t' inch ir'n pipe. See it, at 314 offer for sale all or any part of twenty-f!"Uih Arno street, Albuquerque ive
thousand (25,000) shares of
N M.
Petroleum
stock in the Alu'odones
FOR SALic At a
the
! Coal Mining and Pipe Lino Co., said
Uarby A. liy risid nee, at shares of stock being tho property of
1"1J West Railroad avenue. Built R. (. Balcomb anil will be sold to aple-- s
than a year ago. Finest loca-l- i ply on tho judgment in that certain
in the city. A. Fleischer, 212',2 cause No. 5752, entitled John A. Lee
vs. R. O. Balcomb, in the district
Soti'li Si com! street.
Ft 'lf's Tucnhb bald safe, 42 inches court, Bernalillo county, New Mexico.
'"ih. 25 Inches deep, 29 inches The undersigned has been appointiii ; private Iron box; three draw-''s- : ed, empowered and authorized attorney In fact for and in the name, place
three places for books;
new.
IKirradailo & Co., 117 nnd stead of said It. G. Balcomb to
transfer said shares of stock on the
GnM avenue.
books of said corporation to the pur' ii ""SALE
bargain,
;i
my
At
.
chaser or purchasers thereof and will
property, with or without
do all nnd everything necessary to be
and two adjoining cottapos;
of said shares of
loc.Vni on four lots, corner of Third done in the transfer
thereof.
purchasers
to
the
slock
avenue,
with
and Hazeldlno
W. .1. JOHNSON,
I'i.e t:ees, lawn, stable, etc. Apply
Cashier of the Bank of
.l: South Second street. Mrs. Assistant
Commerce of Albuquerque, New
W. M. Medollan.
Mexico.
FOi.
o
'EA large Mix rcan iie biui-ienjoying a most excellent
Devil's Island Torture.
and controlling business f.ir Is no worse than the terrible case of
a
j;
of country; or
j.'
piles that afflicted nio ten years. Then
ilf.
Can cii.ea,..? in the sheep I wa sadvised to apply Bucklen's Ar:i
;a Iu business; also gristmill. nica Salve and less than a box per'
bargain for sum,. , nert;. tic manently cured me, writes L. S. Nas.i h m to pier of Rugles, Ky.
.'!! with from I'Lonii to
Heals nil woiiuds,
in.s:. Call at The C'i'ien office burns and sores like magic. 25c at al
r aitlculurs.
druggists.
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PUTNEY

LE8ALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

oo

WAKES YOU UP!
you on a hot summer
morning, does a cold shower. Easy
and comparatively Inexpensive matter to have the proper fixture attached
to your baih tub. Once in your horns
you wouldn't have it out for twice the
sum we'll ask you for appliance and
applying it. Get estimate here.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in tho city.

o,

Kin-illce-

ole-W-

11

1

resl-detir- v
fur-tiitur-

.1

ALBUQUERUK, N. M.

And refreshes

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co,

3.

Both 'Phones
matic, 671.

Colo., Red 284; Auto- -

.J. C. 13AL.DRIDGE
NATIVE A NO C HIC A Q O LUMBER
8 HER

Always
BUILDING
PAINT
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears stock.
Plaster,
Lime,
Csmrit.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass, Paih Doers, ete

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE,

ALBUQUERQUE

N.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.. INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

'

'

'

-!

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

M.

r

WOMEN CLUBS

IN SESSION

Range From Child

TOIJIII.JM.Ii'J

723513

OF MARYLAND

Discussion Takes

Wide
La-b-

or

AT EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.

50xt42-ftOdd Fellow Anniversary and

A70

Various Other Items of
General Interest.
Baltimore. Md., April 27. Several
delegates, representing women's clubs In all parts of this state,
were In attendance, when the annual
Meeting of the Maryland State Federation of Women's Clubs was called
o order at the Arundell Club this
morning. The morning session was
devoted principally to routine busl-esThe president, Mrs. A. I. Sl:us-eat- ,
read her annual reiort, and the
ohter officers of the state feweration
followed with their respective reports. The remainder of the morning
session was devoted to the reading
of reports from Individual clubs. This
part of the program will be continued
at tho ession tomorrow morning.
This afternoon a paper on "Child
Labor," will be read by Mrs. John M.
Glenn, and an address on "Tuberculosis legislation" will be delivered'
and discussed. At the evening session tonight the federation will listen
to an address by Miss Myra L. Dock,
a member of the Pennsylvania Forestry Commission, on "Forestry." After the lecture an Informal reception
trill be held.
On Saturday the triennial election
of officers will be held and the delegates to the biennial convention of the
Women's
of
National Federation
Clubs, which meets in St. Paul, in
May, will also be elected.

.

LOTS? $25

THREE DAYS OF AUTO
CHAMPIONSHIP RACES
Atlantic City, N. J., April 27. Yes
terday was tho opening day of the
three days' automobile meet which is
to be held on the Atlantic City Beach
under the auspices of the Atlantic
City Autniobile Club. The town is
crowded with auto enthusiasts from
all parts of the country and the
hotels are doing a big business.
The program for the throe day
meet includes a large number oi
foresting events. There will be raeee
Tor the championship for all kinds of
ftoam and gasoline machines, of var
ious weights and systems, a number
of handicap races for different classes
of "machines. A large list cf valuable
prizes 'have bevn offered to the victors
in the various races. The number of
entries is larger than ever before and
a highly successful meet Is exacted.
TURNER BUND TEACHERS
HOLD ANNUAL CONVENTION;
Meriden, Conn., April 2. The annual convention of the teachers ot
gymnastics of the Turner socie:is
belonging to the North American
Turner Bund opened yesterday. The
attendance is larger than ever before and an interesting program has
liven prepared, consisting of address
ee, discussions nnd
demonstrations.;
Every art of the 1'nlted States is
represented.
MUSIC FESTIVAL
MACON FEMALE COLLEGE

Macon, da.. April 27. Last night
was the opening concert of the great
Spring Musical Festival at the
Female College. The festival
will last two days and will include
the opening concert last evening and
two concerts today, one in the
morning, another in the evening.
and Victor Herbert
Walter Dainrof-cand their respective orrhestaj's, as
well as a larue number "f prominent
soloists have been engaged to take
part in the festival and It is expected
to be a great success. The concerts
will U. given in the beautiful chapel
of the institution and a lar-- e attendance Is exiiee'ed. Hundreds of visitors irivo Kindly arrived here to
atti-r.i- l
the concerts.
Ves-leya-

Chamberlain's Sahe is pood for
any disease) of the skin. It allays uie
initching and burning sensation
stantly. For sale bv all ilrucg:.-.- : s.
Where Was Willie?
Mr. and Mrs. liu.t Wills of Water
Cap, are in towu today, Bhot;.!u.
Atbland (Ky.) Indt lUidot.
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DEFERRED PA Yilfl&lrtfTS

OA

H. B. FERQUSSON, President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

V.-Pr-

and Treas.

es.

CITY OFFICE:
119 South Second Street, First National Bank Building

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

BRANCH OFFICE:
On the Heights, Across the Street from the University

sssgsebzeze
quested the children to pour water
upon her, and this they did, although
It must have caused the devoted victim untold agonies.
Medical help was summoned at
once, and every possible effort to relieve her Bufferings was made by
Irs. Hoyt and Kennedy, but they do
not regard her recovery as possible.

CAUSE OF KEARSARGE
EXPLOSION A MYSTERY

INDICTED

Washington, D. C, April 27. The
explosion of the Kearsage may re
solve Itself into another of those tnyu
terks which bo frequently baffle the
expert who Is required to give an ex-- ,
planation of tho accident and furnish
measures to prevent its recurrence
Nothing of a specific character hus
received from the naval author-- ,
ities in southern waters, but private
advices indicate that the fatality may!
have been due to personal careless- It Beems, at least, that all the
prescribed precautlcns were observed
board the ship, and It is for this
to
reason considered unnecessary
amend the existing regulations or add
to the requirements, already volum-- ;
inous and exacting. One explanation
given, by the ordinance officers who
know something of the situation on
board the Kearsarge Is that the powder was ignited when it was removed
from the gun, and that the minute

ppark wa6 fanned into a blaze with
fatal effect, as soon as It was taken
from the breoch of the gun. There
are all sorts of rules which would
guard against this condition, and, of
course, in handling powder, tho now
regulations are specific, and have
been. In fact, criticised by some
fleers as needlessly exacting. It is
realized that tho men become careless
in handling ammunition, or, at times,
make 'short cuts" to nave time. Prob-nesably these lllxTttes taken with the
regulations of safety are rarely dis-oastrous. and for this reason it 18
thought that some of the men who
handle powder come to have a certain
contempt for the restrictions.
Ot
course, this is all theory, so far as
it attaches to the accident on the
Kearsarge. It. Is all a matter of
guesswork, and, unfortunately, there
may never be anything more definite
known on which to base an opinion.
n

n

QUARTER OF CENTURY
OF ORATORIO SOCIETY

A BURNING SCENE IN SAN FRANCISCO

FOR

TURPENTINING A PATIENT.
Phoenix dispatch, dated April 25
says: Miss Hallio Jenks,
the
asylum attendant, who killed insane
a paAS
tient on March 19 by administering
the "turpentine treatment," has been
Indicted by the grand Jury for involuntary manslaughter.
The
nes
woman was an unruly patient, J and
tho Jenks girl threw her on a bed and
attempted to quiet her by administering turpentine.
It was poured over
a cloth wiiich was stuffed into the
.x... "
lam
woman's mouth. Death was produced by the fumes from the turpen.v v
.....
T
'lW
tine. Mlas Jenks' father Is an Episcopal minister In Oklahoma.
Caught Cold While Huntln8 a Burglar.
Mr. W'm. Thos. Lanorgan, provincial constable at Chapleau, Ontario,
says: "I caught a severe cold while
hunting a burglar In the forest swamp
last fall. Hearing of Chamberlain's
rIs vj
Cough Remedy, I triad It, and after
using two small bottles, I was completely cured." This remedy is intended especially for coughs and
Thla photograph waa taken when the flames swept from the business section to the residence district
colds. It will loosen and relieve a section shown cloeeup in the foreground Is the Italian quarter.
severe cold in less time tnan by any
other treatment and Is a favorite
wherever Its superior excellence bag
become known. For sale by all drug,
gists.
A

1"

i
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THE SCRAP PILE FOR THE

ASSASSINATED DOWN
Haltimore, Md., April 27. To ciltvitho first expert consisted of 7.r)0
anniversary of voices and 'the concert proved a re- l.rate the twenty-fift- h
iiraresauio success,
in me rouowing
the formation of tie Oratorio Society year
the society was Invited to New
of Baltimore, took the form of a York to
with the oratorio
grand choral concert last night, when societies of that city and Brooklyn
Ilsratlo Parker's "Nora Novlsslma" in singing Handel s
in
"Israel
and Liszt's "Thirteenth Psalm" was Egypt."
performed.
The next year the society became
In December, 1SS0, a numler of even more ambitious and arranged a
citizens met to discuss the plan of grand musical festival tinder the di- forming a choral organization for the rection of Tluodore Thomas and with;
purpose of presenting the master- full orchestra end several solcists,
pieces of the great composers, chiefly among t'h-Madame Materoa. In the
oratorios and other large choral spring of 18S5 the society gave a
was grand musical festlval which lasted
works. A board of directors
elected and Fritz Flnke was made three days, April 30, May 1 and May
the conductor. He held that position 2. Theodore Thomas and hiB orches-- ;
for about fifteeen years, when he was tra were again engaged, also a num-- '
succeeded by Joseph Pachs, who Is her of prominent soloists, like Emma;
now director of the society.
Emma Juch, Max Hein-;np- y
The first performance by the Ora- rich and others. Since then the so- torio Society was given on May 12, ciety has produced a number of the
"
1N81. It was given In tho armory of best choral comr: sltions at Its
tne Fifth Regiment, and Handel's certs and has won an enviable repu"Messiah" was selected tcr that oc- tation as an organization devoting its
casion. Tho chorus of the society at efforts to the best there Is In music.
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IN MEXICO

DISTRICT

!ra u. a. acibuii reuejvea.
..(.
from Mapasterpec,
Q

A

a

'

Mexico,
anhusband, S. A. Nel

nouncing that her
son, was assassinated there on Wed- nesday. The message did not give
particulars, only that he was killed
with a knife. He was there on a
prospecting trip and a
GUN
of recent UNCLE SAM'S HUGE
date from him recoived stated that he
MAY NEVER BE MOUNTED
ATj
was pleased with the country. Mapas- DE- HOOK
COAST
tepee Is 130 miles south of Jalisco, and ' SANDY
FENSE
EXPERT8
HAVE
NO)
there are only four Americans in the
place. Deceased leaves a widow, six' CONFIDENCE IN IT.
sons and one daughter at Roswell. He
was a prominent ranchman in the'
SiH'cial (rrefiKindence:
Pecos valley for eleven years.
"Washington, 1. C.. April 27. The
Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
of the IS.ono and 20.000-to- n
advent
,nd Liver Trouble,
,
battleship with Its 12 Inch gun has
'I suffered for five years with
Rntl lver trouble, which caus6d made cur old coast defense obsolete.
Pains across the back and a
f?1vt'r,
It has been found that tho latest
bll"dlnB headache. I bad dyspepsia
coast defense giin, which hai
was DU "msupaieu max j coum
not move my bowels without a ca- an Initial velocity of 2,050 feet pert
second, and a muzzle energy of 47,- thartic.
I was. cured by Chambert
tons, can penetrate the armor
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
type of battleship, thoi
have been woll now for six months," of the la'i-says Mr. Arthur S. Strickland
of heaviest of which is VI inches in
Chattanooga, Ttnn. For s ' by all thickness, at a range of S,"w yards
(nearly live miles). This type of gun'
druggists.
Is r' 'ommende d by the board for all
SUPERINTENDENT HADLEY
the principal ports.
VISITS TOWN OF CLAYTON
No More
Guns.
A correspondent of the Optic, writit is an interesting thing lj note
ing from Clayton, under date of April 'hat tlie l.inlt of size has seemingly
24, says: Hon. Hiram lladley, terrl
be'en reaclnd in making big guns.
of public In- - Kxepi 'inn n!
torial superintendent
n made'
with
have
CAPITALISTS MAY BUY
;struction, delivered an address to tho as huh eaiiie rs as 1G inchea, but the
DEAD MAN IDENTI.
ANTA ROSA young and the midd;e-are- j
Fl ED AT PHOENIX
and the expert1' have abandoned these belli in-- , '
It is rumored that a sale of the en- - old here on the evet.iri; of the 23d otlis of the gun world.
Dili,- - linker, of Eureka,
Cal., ar- rived in PhtwniY nrwt iiient f ioct the tiro Santa Kosa townsiie is about to instant, to a large and appreciative
several reasons. In the
There
- audience. Delng presse,) for time, Mr.
ordnance experts are
U.dy of his brother. John Ilaker, who''"' closed, with some wealthy investfirst place i
It
ur
,'"!
as
known
purchasers.
is
so
Iladley
to
as
leeture
combined
big
M
lieceitnii.g S'li li ious of these
rmon Girl mine
was killed in the
briefly
fit
After
above
named
uu"
das
"
",IJ""
I1
lately
has
guns.
discovered
so
t:ivs ago. Ilaker was unknown:'""1,11"3
now attracting considerable at re viewing the "Then." . lucatorily, he
at 1'aoenix at the time, but through try U
Hindi'! lii'h- has been said of this),
pa- - tha- a
a newspap' r account of his death, tentiou, and tliat capitalists are Inj - touched forcibly and somewhat
t inn, is a short lived affair;'
'
" closing
agood
bring
on
uring
a
to
"N
upon
scheme
thetically
his
the
tlie brother, l.&oo miles away, learned
thai t' can Mioot about so many
of
il
a
mountains,
distance
from
.'
the
ter
to
address
ben
a
tribute
,
with
th'-thte steel becomes
A pe
chaiye-of ttu- death ten days later.
the prospective "Will
cuiiar circumstance was the iidenti-tf- y about eight miles.
Clayton
was
Mr.
one
i.
Hadlev
afMeat ion of Baker's Uxiy
MOTHER SACRIFICES LIFE
,..., i:it day in the
tcr h!.s death as that of an uncle of
TO SAVE CHILDREN
:
going from BJLLY STILES
tho sam.- - name. I; was later learned,
One t the mo.t sliockmg accidents r()(Jln , r)f
,
mentiiiK the
however, that the uncle still lived.
me
ever cnroincieii m iiiiimt nappeiien
RtPORUD AG UN
mak-,:i.- l
. e.itioiiK,
work Jiy his timely
oiher afternoon, in which Mrs. F. H. ing both teacher and
sorry
when
MUCH ACTIVITY IN
C'l.a lwick was fatally burned by the
:o leave.
AND IS NOW GAID TO BE AT HEAD
RAY MINING DISTRICT explosion of a gasoline stove at her the time came fur Inn: t M'.
Hadley at
Wi'h such a man
Heg-th- e
says
Noftsger
bill,
OF A PARTY Or OUTLAWS.
the
on
superintendent
t'f
home
W. H. Twitchell,
the
ho educational helm
0f
Wtien the explosion occurred school will be steepMining company, is in ister.
Itig
ere
and
I'l; v S'iie!-- . who is discovered :v. diI'oeuix from Kelvin and says the ma-- , her three children were with her In long tl:o pubilc whim.;
he territory
time, n the
cbinery for work on the Kay mines the room, anil she realized that there will s'and second to
In the na- - vers point tr "in time to
seasons change, is now at some point
has been purchased and work will be was danger for them, forgetting tier I Intl.
across th" bonier from San Diego,
commenced shortly. The work will own horrible plight, with the true ma-b- e
tenia instinct for preservation of her Rheumatiam Make Lite Miserable. says the- li, hie Miner. The intere-stecarried on with diamond drills.
nost valuable public lc.nis that S'H"s, but two short
a happy home Is
The Kelvin Reduction company will lovcl ones.
w a
earning an honest livn the reach week.i ai;
Hy the u' nio-- t et rtion she managiM possession that is w.
of lis
soon resume the operation
leaching plant in charge of It. (1. to extiniruUh the tl lines that had yf mankind, but yen ' not enjoy its ing iti!H'!i:tu ca t ie in Chihuahua, has
old traelo of holding
Meades, siiperiutendeui.
from ri'tuni'.l to
coin tl: u ii leaf e. wiih their clothing, and; comforts If you are
Willi
asido busi- - up buii u t a.i.s, ni.il
You ti.r
The Calumet Copper company has except a few minor injuries they is- - rheumatism.
;
tlCeilSl'ii
.,.i-cf
r your home the pr
organized and will soon begin work in cuped. Hut ineuiniin- her clothim.' was ness cares when you
a pany ef outlaws that
from those havito.' b a
the Kay district where it has a very on tire and the cm flames enveloped nu you can t,t, r,.;
s
near iHilort.
y
of rheumatic
ft a :,!. hold-uapplying pull.-proir.b ing lot of claims.
pa:tis
'her, burning ueaily
One np- - Chihuai"! i
T.'ie Kay d:str!t and Kelvin will the entire surface of her hody. The Chamberlain's Pain
K lining is of t he op-- :
pllcatlou will give
'"lief and Its
Cat :a i.
soon ho in connection by phone, the torture must hae. eeii (
was mixed up in the
time will Inion that
continued use for a
construction of two lines being now but she did not for a inon cut
lit
cure. For robbery, an he rece ntly rece-iwin progress, tine of then, is a private! her ineenee of mit.d. Throw m:; her- - bring about a pern
format!'. n of the vis t of Stiles in tbht
'self into u paitly tilled tub, sho r- - sale by all erusuists.
line while the other is public.
con-1""-
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T C

YEAR

Baltimore, Mr., April 27. Eighty-seve- n
years ago yesterday Odd Fellowship was first organized in this coun
try. It was on April 26, 1879 that the
first lodge was formed in this city.
Odd Fellowship, as a distinctive or
ganization, known as the Manchester
Unton, had its birth in England, in
the eighteenth century, where It grew
rapidly, and reached formidable pro
portions, but not until 1879 was It
transplanted to America. Since its
organization In this country Odd Fel
lowship has grown to remarkable pro
portions and today the Order of Oau
Fellows is, numerically, the strongest
of all fraternal orders in the United
States.

EACH? $5.00 DOWN AND $5.00 PER MONTH

Secure full information at our offices, or we will call if you will give us your address. OPTIONS
HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO MAY 1st, on account of Mr. Sellers' absence in San Francisco.

WAR DEPARTMENT NOT
WORRIED OVER MALOLOS

Washington, D. C, April 27. The
authorities of the War Department
are not unduly exercised over the incident reported from Malolos, where
the constaubulary Is reported to have
It Is presumed that
been attacked.
those who were Implicated in the assault helms to band of robbers In
the neighborhood, but that there is no
occasion for apprehension In regard
to an uprising of dissatisfied natives.
There is nothing in the reports from
General Wood to justify such sensational theory. The fact that the
scene of the recent attack is comparatively near Manila, is not considered of any special significance
either. Malolos is near the heart of
a mountainous district, where dense
opporforests afford an admirable
tunity for the hiding of just such a
band as must have attacked the con
stabulary at that place, which, by the
way, was the headquarters of Aguin- aldo, and from which he incontintnly
fled toward the north until he was
captured by FunsLcn.

TO $150

INTEREST CHARGED

fcnndred

'

fW,..M"W'ITWT'Jl'

By people who appreciate that this District will in the near future become the ARISTOCRATIC
RESIDENCE SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE. These beautiful, level lots, twenty blocks from
the heart of the city, two hundred feet above the smoke, dust, mud and noise, are beinc offered

MORE PHILIPPINE TROUBLE

EIGHTY-SEVENT-

W

Options are being filed daily at offices of University Heights Improvem't Co.

to Forestry.

ODD FELLOWS OBSERVE

EVENING CITIZEN.

"ALBUQUERQUE

FttlDAY, APRIL 27, 1906.
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BIGGEST GUN If! WORLD
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GUN ON A FREIGHT CAR.

For years, while it was leelng made laboriously and tested, this
jf ordnance has been the subject cf elaborate demammoth
scriptive writings and imaginative pictures In yellow Journals to
hhow its mighty destructive jiower if it should hit anything.
It
was to tand off a hostllo fleet as fur as the latter could bo seen,
and had an extreme range of 21 miles.
It cost aleout $100,000.
The big gun has been lying around Long Island and probably will
never
mounted. It has been found that It Is impracticable to operate a gun that cann ;t be loaded except by mechanical means,
and which can be fired only a fe'W time s without danger of explosion. Probably no more 14 or
guns will be turned out by the
government arsenals.
ple-c-

MMMtMMM ttiltUMIMHKII
have brought

"flabby" and some day It goes all t
pieces.
Usefulness Discredited.
Now it is not pleasant to operate
with a gun which Is likedy to blow up.
I, is l.ad in peaceful target practice,
and it Is iually bad in ibe face of
rethe enemy. Some experiments
cently conducted at the
proving
grouiiils at Indian
have thrown
uglit on this matter of the life of a
He-a-

gun. and
picion upon

n w

slops.

serious susnearly alt the big guns
t
mounted on our
fighting
be-s-

It is iii vie w of

this fact that Presitr Roosevelt has urgi'd congress to
appropriate an adequate sum at this
session to eaablo tho navy te make a
supply of reserve guns to bo kept on
hand to replace the older guns eg
they approach their life limits.
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vicinity. In this hold-uthe guards eif JUDGt FALL WILL
the bullion train put up a libt, and
were killed.
several of the-nBUILD RESIDENCE
Captain Kyiining pccii'ly b ariu-fifty
that Stiles was In Sonora. about
miles south of Yuma, hesade.l west. His IN EL PASO. WHERE HE IS LOCATED AND PROSPEROUS.
party was heavily armed aud provisioned. There were six ill the party, including Si ilea and the two Musgrave
(Iradually plans for the latent adlo s. They were see-- in the; Agua ditions tf 111 Paso's homes are
lnilei- mountains south of (Jila Ite'iid.
fr. in the architet ts' olllces and
Stiles was not captured, however, passing into tho hands of tho con-- ti
actors, says the Kl Paso Herald.
and tho $l,ono reward for his capture
Wlih one voice- thee builders agrw
Mill hangs high.
that, the coming
looks good,
They Gave the Actor a Trial.
and they atitlcipa'e no idlenisa durwant it bad," ing the months to come.
"I want a Job, ami
he said. ael.lreH.sing the manager of
Julg.t A. It. Fall is nmi of tile latthe circus.
est to complete plans f r
l reside nce.
"Vou do? Well, what's your act? His new home- will be- located on a
Ve il
commanding terrace on Croldn Hill.
it can you do?"
rope wa'ker."
"I'm a
Tho s'nutiiie is to be elaborate ia
I
u here.
coiihl ue design, with
"No Job for
the Interior arrange.t ropiwalker, hut no tight
ments carefully worki.l out. The
W,iioisi upon sobriety in
cost t.f th buildiug is about
14,0"V.
this circus."
p
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hand, were unseen, and their work went on without the
inspiration of crowds. Yet I hey performed their task In
Imminent danger of death from falling walls, explosions
and approaching fires.

Hindis of
How TItaey Arc Made
CciHTicaxft aimdl

Chattanooga Times.
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Slatelhiood Slates

The conferees between the two houses of congress
on the Joint statehood bill do not appear to be making
very much progress. The senate, backed by the democrats and Insurgents in the house, hoped that the bill as
it left the senate, eliminating New Mexico and Arizona
entirely, but with a whole lot of senate amendments on
the Oklahoma end, would be agreed to in conference. It
turns out that it was easier to think this than to bring it
about.
The fight it appears is not altogether about putting
New Mexico and Arizona back in the bill. It is now ascertained that there is a whole lot of fight to be settled
about the Oklahoma end of the measure. That territory
had a lot of school land that turned out to have oil under
It, and a lot of grafters located "mineral" claims over
these school sections, and got Senator Warren of Wyoming, by deceiving him as to the object of the matter,
to put in an amendment that such mineral locutions
should remain good, and the state select other lands in
lieu of the sections lost but It turns out that there are
no other sections to take In lieu that are at all as good,
and so the school fund of the state would lose millions
by this amendment.
The grafters are now before the conferees, working
like beavers to have the amendment stick, whiie the
school Urard of the territory is working ju.st as bard to
prevent the robbery. Thus stands the fight. As the homes
are so fur apart, any undue manifestation on the part oi
probably
would
either to force an agreement
hurt its chances in the end, so it is a wait game ail
around, and the matter may not be decided until almost
the close of the session, at which time the desire to let
in, Oklahoma will result in letting New Mexico and Arizona in also with the first Foraker amendment.
Members of congress are beginning to think Arizona's
opposition to this amendment is not in good faith, for if
as the Arizonans and their friends say !t."i per eeiit of the
people in that territory are against jointure, why should
there be any fear of submitting the question to the people
when the government pays the bills? If that is done
Arizona can defeat the constitution ut the polls, and then
New Mexico and Arizona will both stay out of ihOe I'uloti,
but Oklahoma and Indian Territory will get in. "We
can't defeat the whole bill Just for Arizona'' is beginning
to be heard on the floors of the senate and house.
The
chances favor an agreement by the conferees before
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of lime and magnesia.

This powder possesses the
property, when mixed with water, of uniting with a portion of the latter and crystalizing Into a hard, comptct
mass unaffected liy 'line and weather conditions. This
process of hardening is called setting.
There are thr.'O kinds of cement: Portland, natural
rock and slag. In all Portland cements, clay, or shale,
ground, the.i mixed to
and limestone are separately
gether and burned to a clinker, after which the clinker
is reduced to a powder. In natural cement, clay and lime
are found in a rock perfectly blended together. This
rock, generally speaking, Is called cement rock. It is
therefore, quarried, burned end ground to a povder, no
cement
previous mixture being necetsary; the
Louisbeing termed "natural rock" cement, of
ville, Dixie and Howard are good exa.T.i.'.eb. Slas cement
Is :i mixture of slaked l;me and pu'vr.ried furncj ting,
cement,
strictly speaking, it shotM not be el;.' id as
but as a puzzolan.
nuu'o from limestone and clay,
Portland cement
from limestone and shale, r from clay nnd m irl. Possibly, fiS per cent of the cement niaij in this country
today, Is made from limestone and cement rock or
shale; about 15 per cent irom limestone and clay, and
the remaining 20 per cent, clay and marl. At the plant
at Demopolls, clay and marl are the inrredtents; and at
the splendid plant of the Southern States Portland Cement company, at Itockmart, Ga., limestone and clay
shale are used; it is also the case in the Lehigh region
The Michigan and
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Western plants use marl and clay almost exclusively.
Owing to the chemical composition of these slaty shales
frequently approaching that of the proper mixture for
cement, they are less costly to the manufacturer and for
that reason more sought after.
The proper composition of a mixture of rock for
making Portland cement is approximately from 75 per
cent to 78 per cent lime carbonate, nnd froni 14 per cent
to 17 per cent silica, and from 6 per cent to 8 per cent
alumina and iron. Should a cement rock conform approximately to this analysis, roasted by Itself and ground,
it would make an almost perfect Portland. As a general
thing, however, this character of rock or shale runs
higher In clay which is composed of silica, alumina and
iron oxide. For that reason, the shale must be ground
to an impalpable powder and the proper percentage of
lime carbonates from pure llmestpne similarly ground
must be added to it in order to get the proper composition of the mix. In Portland cement manufacture
none of these ingredients are previously burned. The
raw materials are simply pulverized, mixed, and in the
powdered state burned in rotary kilns, and the result
ant clinker when ground makes Portland cement.
Up to the year 1890 the foreign cements imported
to this country exceeded our home production. Of the
imported cements, however, possibly not more than 25
per cent came from England; by far the greater portion
of our Imports came from Germany and Belgium. Since
the year 1899 the domestic production of American Portland cement has Increased from 5,500,000 barrels to
2fi,&nO.eO0
barrels In 1904, and the Imports of Portland
cement have decreased from upwards of 5,000,000 barrels in 1899 to less than 21000,000 barrels in 1904. These
figures show the 'wonderful Increase in the cement industry In this country during the past five years.
It is a common error that Portland cement gets its
name from being manufactured from the shale rock constituting the ledge cliffs along the Straits of Dover, England, the works being located at Portland. There Is no
cement factory at Portland, England, nor in that immediate vicinity. The true history of the term "Portland"
Is this:
About a century ago, the stone quarries near
Portland were very extensively used as a popular buildIn the year 1824 Joseph
ing stone in Great Britain.
Aspdin of Leeds, England, obtained a patent for the
manufacture of an artificial cement. In his specifications
he designated this material as "Portland stone cement,"
on account of its color being so nearly like that of Portland stone. Aspdin's product was consequently called
"Portland stone cement." In time, the word "btone" was
dropped, hence the name Portland cement, which the
product has retained to the present day.
The cement Industry is certainly great, and the field
for concrete and concrete construction is constantly
broadening. It may be of interest to know that the generally accepted theory now is that the manufacture of
cement was known to the ancients, and became one of
the "lost arts." Modern scientific research has proven
almost beyond the shadow of a doubt that the Pyramids
and the Sphynx. as well as the other Egyptian works,
were constructed in concrete. Some very interesting
papers have been prepared on this subject by Uriah
Cummings of Akron, New York, author of the work on
American cements; likewise, if the writer remembers, by
Robert W. U'sley of the American Cement company, of
Philadelphia. Pa.
-
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the principal through passenger train from
the .Missouri Pacific railroad was held at
hours to permit the private car of a promiotliciul. coming on a special, to be attached.
It was not a case of sickness, death or other emergency.
Another train, to which the private. car could have been
attached, b it a few hours later. It was a case of official
toadyism pure and simple.
The rights of a train load of passengers and of
train crews did not weigh in the balance. Think
of what this act meant. A train for a flight of t; 10 miies
was thrown off its schedule, with the increased risk of
an blent due to disarranging the meeting and passing
program with other trains, necessitating special orders,
etc. Unable to maintain its schedule time, (he train arrived at Kansas City four Jjiours late. Four sets of train
crews were kept on duty three to four hours additional.
Passengers missed their connections and were compelled
to lie over a whole day.
The discomforts of travel for
women and little children were multiplied
many fold.
Passengers and friends at way stations were kept waiting
wear) hours. Passengers were on the train bound for
distant points as far as the Atlantic seaboard, the delay
entailing consequences domestic and business, illness,
death, etc., that can seaicely be imagined. In a word,
the whole complicated machinery of transcontinental
travel was thrown out of gear.
And for what? That the aforesaid railway official
might meet his schedule for the flight of his private car.
And even that failed! And yet some United States senNew Mexican: The Washington Tost does the riisht ators deny the need of any further governmental Regulathing at the right time, and says no more and no les than tion of railroads!
is Just, proper and right in a recent editorial in which
that paper remarks that in the recital of heroic deeds
Time to Get Bu6y.
performed in the midst of earthquake and tire at San
Her husband I thought you were going to visit )our
hoped
is
telegraph
operators nioi her?
to be
that the
Francisco, it
will receive their share of praise. The daring of the fire
His wife Ami so I am.
fighters and the fortitudo of the soldiers were picturesque
Her husband Well, you had better begin to puck
features of a wild and awful drama, vividly appealing to your trunk at once. The train leaves In forty-eigthe popular imagination. The telegraphers, on the other hours. Chicago News.
Recently
Colorado on
Pueblo three
nent railway

hard-work-
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HONOR

PARIS PAYS

TO BEN FRANKLIN

Spring Blouse
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There seems to bo any amount of misunderstanding
oooc co ' 0VXXXXXXXXOXCOXX cxxx
regarding the effect of the recent I'nlted States supreme
court dielslon In the Haddock divorce ense. Many papers
Cement is an admixture of proper proportions of lime
speak of It as annulling the divorce laws of a majority nnd clay roasted together at a high temperature, and
of the states. Others speak of It as canceling a multi- after cooling, ground Into a fine powder. The powder
tude of divorces granted In the Vnited States during the thus formed is a
of lime, magnesia, alumina
years. Yet others refer to Its and In some cases probably n
last fifty or seventy-fiv- e
and an

making Illegal the subsequent marriages of hundreds of
divorced persons; while Mill others speak of its effect
In rendering Illegitimate the children of such divorocd
parties, together with the almost illimitand
able number of law suits which must arise over the Inheritance of property In the case of such children.
In the effort to throw light on this greatly tangled
question. The Citizen Is gratified that it can present to
its readers the following lucid statement of tU,' case from
the Baltimore Sun:
The decision of the supreme court of the United
States in the Haddock divorce case Is of great importance. It has long been common where a man wants to
change his wife or a woman wonts a new husband for the
person so disposed to go to Dakota, reside there ii
in order to acquire statutory citizenship, and
then apply for a divorce, which has Beldom been refused.
The constitution of the United States prescribes that
"full faith and credit in every other state shall be given
to the public acts, records and Judicial proceedings of
each state." It was upon this clause in the constitution
that the Haddock case went to the supreme court. The
couple were married in New York In 18!8, where the
wife conllnuted to reside. The husband became a citizen
cf Connecticut, and in 1881 procured a divorce from his
wife, and the next year married again. The supreme
court of New Y'ork decided the divorce, and consequently
the second marriage, invalid, and it was that decree
which was affirmed by the federal supreme court. The
court, as is quite common with that august tribunal, was
as nearly divided as an odd number of Judges can be.
Hut the decision is no less important on that account.
The rule laid down by Judge White In delivering the
opinion of the court, Is that a state in which one party
to the marriage may reside has no right to dissolve a
marriage by a decree which the other states are bound to
respect. In other words, the state of New York, where
one of the parties lived, could not be deprived of Its Jurisdiction by the action of a court in another state, where
the other party lived. Two or more states of the union,
according to solemn charges that have been made, deliberately adjusted their "laws to make it easy for the
citizens of other states to move temporarily Into a hotel,
in one these states, remain a few months, and then obtain a divorce against husband or wife residing in some
other Btate a thousand or more miles away. It has been
charged that these divorce laws were deliberately enacted to promote the business of the hotels. Any kind
of trivial pretense for dissolving the marriage was sufficient, and many thousands of husbands and wives have
availed themselves of the laws of South Dakota for this
purpose. In 1903 it was held In England that these divorces were Invalid, and the same year one of the cases
came up in the supreme court of the United States.
In conclusion his opinion (in the Haddock case) Justice White said: "Without questioning the power of
the state of Connecticut to enforce within Its
own borders
the decree of divorce which is
here In ' iBsue, and without intimating a dout
as to the power of the state of New Y'ork to give
a decree of that character rendered in Connecticut within the borders of the state of New Y'ork, and as toxits
own citizens, such efficacy as It may bo entitled to. in
view of the public policy of that Btate, "we hold that the
decree of the court of Connecticut rendered under the
circumstances stated was not entitled to obligatory enforcement In the state of New York by virtue of the full
faith and credit clause."- It will be seen from the careful reading of Judge
.
Whlte'B conclusion to his opinion that the decision applies only to such divorce cases as are made to involve
the conflicting Jurisdiction of two states; that each
state has the right to enact divorce laws for Its own
citizens, and no other state can invalidate those laws;
that when the parties at issue reside in different states,
each Btate has control over its own resident, and the action
of one state cannot coerce the other state. New York could
have approved the Connecticut divorce and thus no issue have arisen. It refused to do so, and the supreme
court decided that, as far as New, York's resident was
concerned, the Connecticut decree could not control the
TJew York courts. It thus appears that the decision applies to but comparatively a small class of divorces,' and
only to tho3e cases in that class which may be taken
Into court, and only then to the still smaller number of
such cases where there may be a conflict of jurisdiction
between two states.
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(Continued from Page 1.)
the quaint and historic Inscription
"H njamln Frank'
on the pedestal:
Vi Delated for benevoHit, 17'it'i 17;'ii.
lence, n.liiitel lor talents, ostemicd
beloved for
f r
.lit if. t ism,
Washington." Tile statue Is
r.'iiiiy twice life size, measuring
twelve f,vt from the hasp to the top
of the If id. five feet four inches In
widih and four feet eight Inches In
depth. H Is a curious coincidence
thct win n the statue, was unveiled In
l. the orator of the occaI'hila del;
sion pro, :i sled that. IYanre would
some rlsy be the recipient of a replica of the statue as a memorial t.a
pledge of American
KmalJin

Suits

phllan-thvc;.)-

JK&

ft

& SUIT has ever been

gcoil will.

tlie sculptor, al- tiv
now n resident of New York.
for.( rlv lived In Philadelphia and
:s tor tivinl years a student in.
ih
Ecnl
des Beaux Arts in Paris.
Me Is very well known In art circles
throughout, the country. In the con- isl nal library In Washington are
his butts of Plato and Sir Francas
Bacon, nnd specimens of his work
aro to be found In Lineiln park, Chicago, and Fairmont park, Philadelphia. He 2 so contributed to the art
exhibits of the Chicago world's fair,
exposition in Bufthn
falo and the world's fair In St. Loils.
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
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Hallows)' arrived from
SiKir city this morning, for a visit
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r sister. Miss Iorothy Oalloway,
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Rehearsals for "She Stoops to Conquer," to be given by University students at Elks' opera house on May 3,
have been held daily for some weeks
and the prospects are for a thoroughly enjoyable performance.
The play
is being prepared to have as much
college life and spirit in it as possible.'
There are no serious situations in the
play and the comedy is brisk and just
the kind that appeals to the college
amateur. "She Stoops to conquer" is
a play of every day life, and genuine
humor sparkles in each line. The
plot Is simple, but Is exceedingly Ingenious. The characters, though most
of them are ludicrous in the extreme, bio familiar In our every day
acquaintance and are drawn without
the slightest exaggeration.
It 's a
comedy of mistakes and a mistake
occurs at almost every turn producing
a c a'iti'.ia'ioti of laughing situations.
Ti:e students of the university with
the faithful preparation they have
made win no doubt give the public an
enjoyable presentation of this fine old

oil a
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THE SQUARE MUSIC

SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER

the

Piano

makes it possible for this desire to be completely gratified. May we
not tell you more about It?
See the Farrand Cecilian
Piano and the genuine
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.

Exclusive Representatives

Song

of t!.,
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Self-Playi-

COPY

The Song That Reached My Heart
J. II. Colllster.
INTERMISSION.
6. The Schone
family In acrobats;
on the Roman rings and other interesting acts.
7. Piano Solo
Selected
XV. M. Wortman.
W. M. Wortman, Accompanist.
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The FARRAND CECILIAN

HAS

Selected
Otto J. Rice.
Remarks "Odd Fellowship" ....
I3. A. Sleystcr.
Trombone Solo
Selected
B. S. Havens.
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PROGRAM.

Carl Tolan.
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There is an Inherent love of music in all of us, and most of us
have
orttimes earnestly wished we could not only have the pleasure of
listening to music but could make It for ourselves.

l

The following program will be rendered this evening at Odd Fellows'
hall on South Second street, in celebration of the 87th anniversary. The
meeting tonight is for the entertainment of Odd Fellows and their gentlemen friends:
Violin Solo
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THE FARRAND

TONIGHT

EXCELLENT PROGRAM
PREPARED BY ODD

Hp

Qothing and
Furnisningi

This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
musical instrument in the world

BEEN

2. Song

"

Fine

PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE

O

1.

MAMBEILIL

-

""""

There will be regular services at
Temple Albert at 7:45 o'clock this
evening. Kabbl Kaplan will speak
on the following verse from the Song
of Songs: "I am asleep but my heart
is awake." Everybody Is welcome.
Tonight, at their lodge rooms the
local lodge of Odd Fellows will render a program, especially prepared for
the occasion, as pubished In these columns yesterday, in observance of the
87th anniversary of the founding of
the lodge In America. All Odd Fellows and their male friends are cordially Invited to be present, and enjoy
the "stag" party.

AN
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INTERPRETATION PERFECT

At the conclusion of the business
s,
meeting of the Daughters of
held in Hod Men's hall yesterday evening, a social session was
indulged in, with music and refreshments.

CELEBRATE

1

9
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At last night's meeting of the bricklayers' union $25 was donated by the
members to bo sent to San Francisco
for the relief of the sufferers.
X
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My store is headauar- ters for Boys' and Chil
dren's Clothing, Hats,
Caps, bhoes and Shirts

J. B
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SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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Jaffa Grocery Co.

Good Things to Eat.

NOTICE.
am prepared to take parties of anys
number to any point in the mountains,
during the coming season, In my wagonette, the "Minnehaha, " at reasona-- ,
L. C. WAKDWIOI.U
hie rates.
83 South Aruo street.!
I

Try a ClUxen want
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale Mquor and

Oar

o:

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. K. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Cuandon White Seal Champagne, 8t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aod
Price List. Automatic Telephone, laa. Salesroom,
gouth Tint
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexica.
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DOES SOCIALISM

FIRE FIEND

BERNALILLO COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT

DESTROY HOMES?

EVEXIXO

CHI2E2J.

WHISKEY LOST "MORT"

IS

VENGEFUL

PAOC

'

DYNAMITE KILLS

HIS NERVE

DONOVAN

FRANK WHEELER

'Go-Car-

ASKS

Editor of The Evening Citlr.cn.
In your issue of Tuesday, this week,
you publish an article by Mrs. Caroline F. Corbin, and give her picture.
The article is against woman's vot-inand the picture- Is that cf a pleasant, motherly-looking- ,
elderly womaverage
an, of apparently
intelligence That !ie Is zealous for the
regime,
as far as the condition of
old
woman is concerned, she makes in her
quite
apparent; but unforarticle
tunately, her real as most frequently
is the ea.se. is not according to knowledge. In the com so of her article
sh ma;i;r;i8 ti bring in socialism
"the system originated by K. Marx
and advocated today by the German
socialists," 1s the way she designates
and defines what she means. Of tils
socialism she says:
"Their plainly stated object Is to
break up al! specialization of work
between tlie sexes, to Rive to men and
women alike the privilege of citizenship, the obligation of labor, and the
right to vote and nold office. The
state refusea to recognize marriage,
promiscuous relations beJustifies
tween men and women, assumes the
care and education of all children
and the support of men and women
In old age."
When she says that socialism
stand for giving "to men and women
alike the privilege of citizenship, the
obligation of labor and the. right to
vote and hold office, assumes the care
and education of all children, and the
support of men and women In old
age," she does but speak the truth;
but when she asserts that socialism
"refuses to regognlze marriage, and
Justifies promiscuous relations between mem and women," she proclaims herself to le cither a wilful
perverter of fact or one whoso dense
ignorance reaches the marvelous. To
simply call attention to the statement of Mrs. Corbin is all tihat need
be done with people of average information.
If any of your readers care to
know the practical results of socialism, I would call their attention to an
article In Harper's Weekly, for April
21, which treats of New Zealand, the
country in which the teachings of socialism have been more generally
carried out than in any other country
of the present day.
FAIR PLAY.
MISSING MAN FOUND

AFIER EIGHT

DAYS

After having been absent from home
eight days, wandering along the foothills of the Sandia mountains, eating
whatever was handed out to him by
natives of villages that came in his
Arias, of Bnrelas who
disappeared about two weeks ago, was
found at the village of Sandia, a small
town near the foot of the mountains,
on Tuesday and on W ednesday was
returned to his friends. Though help
less in speech and not very strong of
physique, Arias apparently snftered
very little in health as a result of his
experiences and this morning again
resumed his daily practice of going
to Old Albuquerque to the home of
relatives to get his meals. He divides
his time'' between relatives living in
Barelas and the old town, making the
trip nearly every day. It was when
making this trip that he became lost.
but owing to his inability to talk and
write, just Flow he became lost can
not be ascertained. It is thought that
ho got in the wagon of some on going
north of town and was allowed to ride
several miles before the owner of the
wagon told him to get out. He be
came demoralized in his weakness of
mind and continued to wander north
making toward the foothills and had
continued going in the opposite direction from home until he reached
the village where he was finally found
by friends, y
wayv-iCanutar- 1

'

IT IS NOW CERTAIN THAT
MRS.

MASTERS IS SAFE

Yesterday
The Evening Citizen
Citizen called attention to the tact
that J. W. Masters was of th opinion that bis wife, nee Mrs.
Mary
Gross, was one of the victims of the
San Francisco earthquake, for among
the list, of those found dead appeared
the name of "Mrs. Cress," and he had
his suspicions that his wife, on leaving hire, first visited Iais Angeles,
and then San Francisco.
Yesterday Mr. Masters wired to the
sister of his wife. Miss Ora Jones, of
Sheridan, Mont., and today received
the following answer:
"Heard from her on April 0, in I.os
Angeles."
This answer added anxiety to the
mind of Mr. Makers, as toho safety
of bis wife, until the No. 2 passenger
train came in fr.in tlie'wes-- and in
the mail fur this citv was a letter addressed to Colonel Y. K. 1!. Sellers.
m-It was from Mrs. Masn-isCross,
an.l enclosed wan $lu to pay on a
lot purchas d in five (irjr.t a.ld.tion.
T.ie letter came from I.os Angeles,
and was dated April 1H, one day after tile eur.lwjiiaUe, so It is ceitain
th it Mrs. Masters was not a victim
nor
of tin, San Francises) cu t.'io,;a!
lias sit' coir.uiitted suicide.
,

,

AREA AS LARGE

LITTLE

MRS. STENBOM SL'ES FOR DIVORCE

HEARING

AS

G'RL

SAVES

CAUSED UTTER FAILURE

KORSE

A

Yesterday nt 3 o'clock in the af--t
lor the fifth time within twentv- hours the Albuquerque fire
tornoon, when the court was on
of Issuing a call for a second rartment, this afternoon shortly
venire from whic'i to fill out ter 2 o'clock, rosnonded to nn ala.nn
11 Jury to
sit in the murder trial cf of fire from 321 South Amo street.
Toribio Gutierrez, the last or tne ami extinguished the fifth blaze that
first summoned special venire an- - has started on the premises since
and was accepted by l?th terday afternoon nt 1:30 o'clock,
The house at 321 South Arno street
sides of the oase, thus filling out the
s
owned by Mrs. E. D. P.ullock. and
required twelve men and making
nce?sary the calling of the contempts occupied by G. A. Davidson, a
plated special venire, as well as al-- j Santa Fe fireman, and his family,
Yesterday afUmoon shortly after 1
lowing the court to immediately pro- ceed with the actual trial. A moment o'clock firo was discovered In a small
before tills last juror appeared there shed In the
of the house. The
seemed little possibility of the court department was called out. and ex- anything
being able to do
whatever unguisnei tne maze, artrr the- conthis tents of the shed, consisting of horse
wlti the actual trial
morning. However, ns it turned out. feed, some furniture and a easoline
had been destroyed, the dam-witthe propccutltn made good progress ftove,
its case yesterday and at noon ag-- , amounting to aliout $50.
About. 5 o'clock another alarm came
today had finished. Eye witnesses of
the murder were on the. stand for the in from the same place, this time
defense this afternoon, producing ev. a tire being discovered under the
Idence to the effect that, the shooting house, caused, no doubt, by sparks
was in
The case will blowing under the' housei from the
probably go to the Jury tomorrow be- first fire.
After extinguishing the blaze, before no:n. District Attorney Clancy
Is conducting the territory's case., un- fore any material damage was done,
assisted, while Attorney E. V. Chaves the department
returned to headquarters, only to be called again withIs conducting the defense alone.
The case is one brought from Va- in thirty minutes to the same place.
This time it was discovered that
lencia county on a change of venue.
The defendant Is charged with mur- some clothing belonging to Mr. Dadering one Solomon Gallegos, of vidson, which was hanging In a
I.os Lcntes, while acting in the ca- closet near the. rear part of the house,
pacity of a deputy sheriff cf Valen- was on fire. The blaze was smothcia county and attempting to arrest ered before much damage had been
done to the house, and the tlrod-ou- t
the now deceased Gallegos.
All members of the territorial petit firemen returned once more to headJury not empaneled on the murder quarters.
This wound up the fires
trial Jury were dismissed by the court for yesterday at that place.
This morning about 11 o'clock anyesterday until Monday morning at
other alarm was turned in from the
9:30 o'clock.
sanve property. The department made
a quick run to the scene of the conSuit for Divorce.
Suit has been filed In the Second flagration, but when they arrived, the
district court by Attorney Summers Imrn In the rear of tho home at Z21
Burkhart, appearing for Emma Sten-bo- South Arno street, in which hay and
who asks for a divorce from her feedstuff had become ignited in some
'husband, Carl B. Stenbom. The mysterious manner, was a mass of
flames.
plaintiff In her complaint, alleges
Although the department
worked
as grounds for the suit.
rapidly, a tent house on the adjoining proKrty, belonging to H. J. Stone,
CONCERNING PEOPLE
S'on became ignited, and was partially destroyed.
IN THE EARTHQUAI E A horse that was in the barn was
saved through the plnckinoss and
THE BIBO FAMILY HEARD FROM
presence of mind of Mr. Stone's little
REV. HEALD RECEIVES WORD
daughter, Hazel, who upon
FROM BROTHER MR. AND MRS. discovering the barn to be in flames,
ran in and untied the horse, leading
PHIPPS HERE.
him to safety. A buggy, valued at
Mrs. Ben Ilibo, of BIIkj. X. M., sends $35, was destroyed.
The loss of the barri, buggy and
word to The Evening Citizen that s'ae
has Just received the glad tidings feed s tuffs, and the damage to the
that members of the family in San tent house Is estimated at about $200.
Francisco came through the earth- The flames were thoroughly subdued
quake O. K., and that they report bef.re the department left, but they
plenty of food far all. Word has also had no more than poached headquarbeen received in this city that Simon ters before another alarm came in.
' Upon investigation, it wa discovBibo. of Grants station, was 4n tba
place and not in 'Frisco when the ered tTiat the fire was in the same
old place, this time in the roof of the
earth quaked.
Rev. J, B. Heald has received word house at 321 South Arno street. It
that his brother, E. P. Heald, the was pextingulshed before gaining any
head of the business college in Xau headway, with but slight damage.
de"I'm through,"
emphatically
Francisco, came through the disaster
unscathed, bodily, but that he lost all clared Mrs, Davidson, who is occupyof his
and, like the ma- ing the house. "Five fires in the same
jority of the sufferers, is making prep- place, in twenty-fou- r
hcurs is too
much for me, and I'm going to move
arations to "Ix'gin all over again."
Charles E. Phipps, the "palm whi out; then if the old shack wants to
tier," and his wife, who lost all their burn down, let it burn. I won't stay
belongings in the 'Frisco disaster, in it another day."
Thera are several theories put forhave arrived In the city and will give
another entertainment at the high ward to account for the numerous
school this afternoon at 4:15, for the flros at that abovo address.
One Is
bfnefUofthe High School Athletic as- that sparks from the stove pipe In
sociation, the money to be used to the tent house ignited the eld shed
defray the expense of a ball game find barn, and tihat the other blazes
with the Las Vexas boys, to bo played started from sparks from thctm, while
at. a later date in this city. Mr. and another theory is that some boys, who
were reprimanded yesterday for runMrs. I'hipps, the latter an accomplished plannste, lost not only their intire ning through the house when the first
wardrobe, but several valuable mu- fire was discovered, set fire to the
sical Instruments in the earthquake barn today for spite, but very few of
and fire, and have canceled almost all the neighlKirs are willing to take this
of their engagements, this being their view of the matter.
The fact remains, thowever, that the
first stop since having the ruined
city.
fire fiend, evidently, is thoroughly
in
Mrs. Ed Johnson, residing on West bent upon destroying everything
Silver avenue, has received word from sight upon tha property at 321 South
her sist,(Ts In Oakland, stating that Arno street.
their residence was badly damaged by
the earthquake, but members of the
Early Morning Blaze.
family escaped without any injury.
shortly
Tills morning
after 1
say
The writers
that Oakland was o'clock the department responded
to
greatly damaged in all parts of the an alarm of fire from
corner
the
city by the. quake, but that the news Fifth street and Coal avenue, occu-of
papers have failed t tell of the de- pied by J. C. Nead. A fence in th?
struction wrought in that city by the rear of the yard became ignited in
shocks.
some mysterious manner and spread
Friends in this city heard today to an outhouse, causing a blaze which
from Dr. and Mrs. T. J. Ames, who illuminated
portion of the city
left, this city a short time ago fori ,n m.lf!ntest that
coior.
The fire was k- the Pacific coast. They are residing tinguished before any great damage
ten miles south of Oakland and about was done.
eighteen miles south of Sun Francis- -
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home was M.

A. ABRAHAM TO
THAVFI rUKUKUU COMPANY

TO DO SO

MIRACULOUS
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Cop-"dic-

TQITRQUE

BURNED

The police yesterday discovered the
deer keg stolen from the warehouse
of Ilachechl & Giorul by a party of
Old Mexico natives, minus all its
contents. lying in an ace-quin the Chihuahua section of the
city, but no trace of the miscreants
who stole the keg of beer hits been
found and it is thought they are headed once more for their native land.
The one culprit, Jesus Torres, taken
in charge yesterday, on suspicion of
being one of the thieves, was given
thirty days in the county Jail this
morning on a "vag" charge, no
being on hand to convUt him of
stealing the beer.
ia

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
THERE'S

But never
slip-uor let-uIn tha
original high quality of the WWW
Lily brand. No guessing about K
any more It's been on the market
long enough to prove its work. Har
you ever smoked a five cent White
Lily? No? Good day to try oneout.

St. Ijouis. Mj., April
quiet, $5,950 fi.

Spelter,

27.

Copper and Lead.
New York, April 27. CopiM-r- ,
firm at $.V50'7i fi.Ci.

The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

New York Money
New York, April 27.
steady, at 5 per cent;
tile paper, n ji 5 "4 per
ver, C.o7kC.

firm;

Market.

Money cn call,
prime mercancent. JJur sil-

1

Fox,

Chicago Livr Stock
27.
Clileaeo, A;ril
Cattle Receipts, l.fiU'l; niari:--strong; bi eves,
$ Iff fi.13; cow s
heifers, $1.75W
an
r. 2 ;
Mockers and feeders, $2.75'()
r
70.
C5; Tcxans, $2.!"'
Sheep Ueeeipis, 5."m; market is
stivadv;
slice,),
ITS'.ffi !.!; lambs,

i

CLUB ROOMS

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
ts the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If

Empress flour is chosen.

It la ao

and nutritious bread aa to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,

J

114 West Copper Ave.
a--

OX500000O0O00
RE-

75c
$

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

nt

Mat son's

CAT

Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (al1

Call-graph- s;

!

BORRADAILE

BUILDING.
CHINA

'

& CO.,

ooyooooomo oooooo0ooom
J IT HELPS THE
m

HOUSEWIFE t

STORMING?

GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho Telephone
orders
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.
TOO TIRED TO G07

HUSBAND

DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Vse the Telephone.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

J

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

X000000000 00000)000X0
V1U

y

n

117 Gold Avenue

occzcxroccrcocs oo

ma-chin-

Grant! Central Hotel

H E O R A L

Furniture and Crockery

Bargains

LOOSK LEAF

0. W. Strong's Sons

1LEDGILRS

STRONG

BLOCK.

'

ALL

KINDS

AND

SIZES

UNDERTAKERS

PRICES RIGHT

I

:

t

SAMPLE A NO a

HE FIRST LESSON

.

the street, running east and west,
ward public
south of the Second
e:i the Highsclioul, and exchibiw
lands.
the
will show
This comparison
readers of The Evening Citizen what
a vast territory was nracticuliy eaten
up by the tire in S.m Francisco wliiv lij
raged immediately after the
quako ou the morning of April IS, audi
which continued, witn all of its bur-- 1
rors, until stayed by the dynamiting,
of buildings and the heroic work of
firemen.

a

good and makes such sweet, white

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
No. 2; 3 Smith
Premier, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1

Lambert;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

2 0 West Railroad Avcnce

AUSTRIAN

Typewriter

AVENUfc

Finest Whiskies

BARNETT, Prop'.

"SHE STOOPS TO

Secondhand

RAILROAD

o o

CONQUER"

Spelter.

J. RICHARDS

A.

113a WEST

SECOND
ANNUAL PLAY

reserved

MANY A SLIP
CIGAR AND LIP,

TWIXT

NEW MEXICO

St (its may be
after April 30.

AT.

years' experience.

OF

Henry L. Pitman, a
young couple from Ilarbourvllle, Ky.,
who have enjoyed the sunshine and
invigorating atmosphere of the Hio
Grande valley since Junp, 1905, will
leave tonight for their old home at
Barbourville. They want to be back
in the old commonwealth, so as to help ADMISSION,
INCLUDING
the other Kentuckians enurtaln the
SERVED SEATS
tiuii.ooo
expected
at
the "Home Coming" in Louisville in
June.
MARKETS.

N.

will receive the personal care of one of the firm
'
both of whom are druggists of many

Mr. and Mrs.

TELEGRAPHIC

PRICE3 ARE THE
LOWEST.

The Williams Drug Co.

evi-den-

GOING BACK TO OLD KENTUCKY

ad- -

Your Pt escr iptions, If Entrusted

3rd

UNIVERSITY

Improvements,

Mlheri Faher

LKS' THEATRE
MAY

modern

OUR

get-a-w-

THURSDAY;

all

rubber tired and patent back
Justing device.

eye-sore-

t

It will In' news to Albuquerque people to learn, alter an expert has taken
general observations of the burned district of San FraueUco and made comparisons, that tire destroyed in the big
Pacific cast city uti ami of ground
taking in the enure limits of the city
or Albuquerque, with the exception of
the Eastern addition folium ncng at

with

al

n

c

AL

..Prettily Upholstered..

Jack Harris, the Hell canyon miner,
In nn explosion of dynnmlto nenr
the city on one of his pri- - (he boarding house of the Pecos
supply buying trips, was an per company's plant near Cowles. N.
old friend of F. M. Donovan, the man1 M.. twenty-si- x
miles northeast of
who was found dead In his cabin in Santa Fe, Frank Wheeler, formerly a
Coyote canyon a week ago. Mr. Har - !niiner in Nevada, was killed, his lower
rls snys that Donovan had been work - limbs being blown to fragments, and
Ing In the Coyote basin mines a week Thomas Daugherty and C. F. Hotter- prior to his death, and seemed hop - 'man were severely Injured.
rul and in the best of spirits. When
The men had been blasting stumps,
laid off at. the mines Donovan re and had placed three charges of dyceived $:.3.r.0, $25 with which he namite beneath a large stump. Two
bought improvements for a pump on explosions were heard by the men,
his homestead in Coyote canyon, an who had retired to a place of safety,
extravagance for necessary
articles and after wailing for some time for
he had not displayed In years past. the third blast, decided it had failed to
Donovan also asked him.( Harris), to ignite and approached the stump.
appear as a witness in the provhig up Wheeler, the man killed, grasped the
of his homestead, land which be had stump, with the other two leaning
lived on for years, but had never be- over his shoulders, when the dynamite
fore thought worth owning. He show exploded, fearfully mangling Wheeler
ed a disposition to save money and and shattering Daugherty s face to a
was taking more interest In his future pulp, Kottcrnian escaped with slight
welfare than he had ever before dis- wounds.
A remarkable part of the explosion
played. After years of shiftless living he apparently had turned over a was the fact that four men standing as
new leaf, and intended to get some near the stump when the explosion
of the world's riches. Among other occurred as were those injured, esthings in his new life, Donovan was caped without a scratch.
The wounded men were brought to
planning a visit o his sister who
was living either in Los Angeles or Santa Fe and placed In the sanitarium
where they are. said to be in a fair
San Diego.
Every effort wns
On his last trip j the city iiono-va.- way for recovery.
drank very little, though It had made to Rave Wheeler's life, but he
been his custom to imbibe quite freely died about an hour after the exploon such occasions. There is evidence, sion.
however, that this new leaf of he
dead man's was only short lived, as it SUPERINTENDENT PAYNE
was stated that just previous to his
DOING GOOD WORK
death, Donovan liought two quarts of
whiskey from Mrs. Selva's place in
Tijeras canyon, and It was probably
I. B. Payne, tne superintenLi nt of
while recovering from the effects of the Traction company, Is dolugood
drinking this liquor that he decided work In raising the track In certain
to end it all with a bullet in his brain. sections, to grades given tiy City Engineer Ross, thus preventing, in the
POLICE COURT
future, the accumulation of water and
s
mud which proved
in th
"Bill" Flyn, the stuttering peddler past. The work bedng done on First
Railroad and Gold
of "phoney" jewelry, who, with his pal street, between
George Kelly, in for the same offense, avenues, cannot lie questioned, as ,to
was given ten days in police court being up to standard labor, and with
yesterday and put to work on the the aiil of Street Commissioner Tlerney, all mud holes will be a thing of
city's streets, made his
from Street Commissioner Tlerney the past, ns far ns First street is
yesterday afternoon, but the liberties concerned. President Greer, of the
of both, who made the dash at the company, on his return from the east,
same time, was short lived, as Flynn will no doubt approve of the alonof
was later captured asleep
on the Mr. Payne In making these needed
Santa Fe tracks, dead drunk, and Kel- Improvements in the line.
ly was rounded up last night, and as a
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Barnett are
result both now lie in the dark cell expected
to return from Los Angeles
and their rations for tit some time to tonight.
come will be just plain bread and wa
ter.
got, I'd a
said Flynn this
I
morning,
I
so

by the earthquake, but their
most new.
damaged to the extent of about $2u0.'
Ttie above machines must bo
A. B. McGaffey, who returned this
sold at nee, to make room for my
morning from bis place of business at
ip vv stuck
of Underwood typeTlioroau, says that he has received a! It will bo with regret (bat a large
writers.
We guarantee these
Albuquerque
of
number
learn
friends
letter from his family, who are living
()
be just as represented,
f the intended depart ure from the
in I.os Angeles, ami Mrs. MeOaffev
and they can bo bought at real
manager,
A.
of
Abraham,
Morris
city
writes that the recent earthquake did.
very little damage in the City of the 'T the J. H. O Kiedy Drug company. $4.75!?! 7.10.
G. S. RAMSAY,
Angels.
The moit violent, vibration Mr- Abraham has resigned as man- 401 West Railroad Avenue.
company,
reslgnaltou
his
came just nt noon and caused people awr '"r the
THE PRESBYTIRY
to rush from their homos, but none 'o take effect as soon as his suc
cessor
can
In
were injured and there was no propthe
arrive lroui Texas.
OF SANTA FE
erty losses.
meantime, leaving the city tomorrow,
Ti) lay Mrs. .I.din
go
City
to
Kansas
Mr.
will
Abraham
Steward lu ard
The mcetini; of t! i. Santa Fe I'res-;from her husband. vh reci ritly went to attend a me'-tinof the American bytery
took tin; form
Thursday n:.
Cat.,
to Cur.'ka.
and Is employed on Drug Clerks' association, which is to of
rs there ;:s lin - take place there next week, and also of a memorable ser !i In celebration
of t.'v n'
oil
three hiindre :' anniversary of
typo ipeii'or-n::ich!ii!si- .
J m says to make arrangements to go out on the the
founding of th. Vrl
for ine in
l'un a g,.t a good touch if ho shock tnn road as traveling sale-maPhiladelphia. I'a .ludKe John l.
Drug company, oae of
Jiii! iinny houses were pretty badly Kvans-Smit- h
damaged. II. was ash ii, but was nie largest wnoiesaie urug nouses ol McFie read the add: - on Presbyter-.h;-tic- o
Harlan of
rritory lanlsin, written by
awaktm d bv the house ho was sto)- - the west. Mr. Abraham's
the supreme coiir' "' the United
pIiiK
at nx kins. and a f, w l.rieks will be in the houi Invest, AlbticiU'-nii"
".'H ' .;..'
and Key. S i: "f! MaKill of the 14 li tl 'I.
from fhiti;iii 's tumbled down on the inclm'ed, which will permit him to States,
r'iri-nch
Presbyterian
of
Haton,
Albuquerque
nee
his lnany
friends
roof.
'be same sub-- !
lie expects to return to delivered ail addlestin :i .ncipal
J'ct. Last nlKht
address
iti
days
city
ten
about
tn
make
the
l(
was
MONEY FROM THE
Class of the
inadii by H
tits for his final departure
Synodical mission a Mlmquennie.
SHRINERS ACKNOWLEDGED
always mad-- '
"Waste U v UnlLOS LUNAS FRACTICALTY
it a rule never t'
''h a iinm Large iry Rooms. Prces Very Rea
Pan Francisco, April 27.
eonable.
DESERTED BY MALES c uhin't (;it th' la
J. Borradaile. Potentate Hallut Abyad
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
Temple, Albuquerque, N. M.
Try a ('it i.t n
Proprietor.
Telegram Just received. Itdam TemSimon N'eustadt, the popular j;o!ier-a- l
ple accepts sympathy with heartfelt
merchant and postmaster nt I.os
thanks. Kelief ample at present.
I.unas, is in the city, and informs The
GKUKCI-- FILM Kit.
I'veiiint; Citizen that minus ihe nmll
ot islam Temple.
farmers who ale busily engafie till- - 0 Ajbuquerque
and Machine Works
i ne ui.ove dispatch
is an inn their MiiaU holdings in the Ixs
acknowledgement of the funds
to Lunas vallev, that
practically I.os 0
P. HALL, Proprietor
ran
sutler rs by the Albu- - I.unas is deserted of male Inhabitants,
stings; Ore. Coal
Iron and Pr.iss
mi,h.r
querqiio Shriners.
a very larne majority being out on the
ruueys, ura.Je
uabblt Metal; CoIucils nd Iron fronts
ranges lambing and shearing the 0
...
"That gray horse th't Sam Urown sheep. Mr. Neusta1'.! predicts a most
Repair on Mining mnst ,111 Machinory a Specialty
wanted t' trade fi r your sorrel ';. eared prosperous season for tl.e people of
t' me t' be a kooJ one, 15111." Whv jn I.unas and vicinity the ('.ruing 0 foundry east nMc of railroad f.ck.
Albaqseraue,
didn't you trade?''
fall an 1 winter.
j

For the youthful heir, in original
and novel doslgns, are among the
lately arrived goods. We have them

MEN

who is in

Carriages

and

ts

Objection Offered to Mrs. Toribio Gutierrez on Trial Apparently Bent Upon Des- Suicide Had Decided (o Turn Relayed Explosion Kills One
troying Property at 321
For Murder of Solomon
Corbin's Charge in TuesOver New Leaf but Ef- and Severely Wounds
South Arno Street.
Gallegos of Los Lunas.
day's Citizen.
Two Others.
fettscf Fiery Fluid
ALBlQl'ERQl'EAN

PIVt.

H.S.Lithgow&Co.
iOOKl!Ll)KKS

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second St.,

Phones.

:

foundry

st-n-

I

...

I

fn 4ftiii.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Carries the Uniter States mU.
only line with a change of stock eo LIVE II T, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
riij leaves Albuquerqua every Monday Horses and Mules bought and
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble a BEST TURNOUTS IV TITH CITTI
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or i
Second street, between Railroad and
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Peres, N. M.
Copper avenues.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

Is tinmrd ns prlnclpnl ngont.
The term or existence is niiy yeum
nnd the company Is Incorporated for
tho purpose of buying and selling real
estate; improving lands and converting tracts Into building lots and carrying on a general realty business.
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Luna

MONEYS TURNED

urer and
1503.
1905,

INTO TREASURY

County

$70.29; for
$114.11.

two hours after the earthquake shock

C. J. Kelley, treas-

treasurer

for

and

1904,

$75.36;

Rio"

TO FRONT

New Mexico.
'

collector.'
for 1905,!

83 8

COUNTY

thc Territorial Secretary
to Do Business in

1904, $90.25; for 1905,
19't3, $7.74;
$278.
Quay
County
Donald Stewart,

taxes

BERNALILLO

FILE THEIR PAPERS

uree0 for

For Month of March.

Wednesday,

MORE COMPANIES

collector, taxes for
1904,
$12.17;
fnr

Mora County Daniel Cassldy, treasurer and
collector, taxes for
1904. $79.98; for 1905. $129.2.

Statement of Funds Received
From Territorial Officials

of

Arriba

Jaramlllo.
collector, taxes

County-- V.

TWO ALBUQUERQUE

CORPORATIONS

for 1905, $103.25.
Roosevelt County J. M. Faggard,
The following articles of incorporatreasurer and
collector, tion have been filed in the olllce or
taxes for 1904, $37.90; for 1905, Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
$768.10.
The Bear Creek Angora Goat Co.
San Juan County W. E. Williams,
Incorporators Chalmers L. Lyone, of
treasurer and
collector,
taxes for 1903, 11.47; for 1905, Adrian, Michigan; Schuyler O. Baker
and G. Harry Oram, of Silver City.
$374.30.
County E. A. Miera, Thte capital stock of the company is
Sandoval
divided into 1,000 shares of
collect or, taxes
treasurer and
for 1903, $50.77; for 1904, $50.66; for tne Pr value of $50 each; the sum
o
of $10,600 has been paid into the
1905
$75.16.
Santa Fe County Celso Lopez, treasury of the company. The
lce 18 flxed at sllver cl,y- and
collector, taxes rPal
and
for 1902. $18.68; f:r 1903. $90.78; for Schuyer O. Baker of that city Is
named as principal agent. The term
1904. $344.87; for 1905, $262.21.
o,
San Miguel County Eugenio Ro- - of existence is 50 years and the
purpose
for
- Pany 18 incorporated
the
collec' American League.
treasurer
and
Pullman Palace Car company, for
selling and breeding An- tor. taxes for 1902. $13.78; for 1903, of
At Washington
R. H. E.
taxes, $461.08.
ln$57.94;
for 1905, Sra soats, and to conduct the
Washington
5 12 0
W. C. Barnes, secretary of the cat- $14.11; for 1904,
dustdy as named In- the franchise.
go
949
New Y'ork
3 10 1
..
tle sanitary board, for cattle Indem- "
rt
no
'
vumKn,,
v
emmons
Count
f!
John
P
Sierra
r.ir
nity fund, $217.25.
mllrease'
Incorporators William Farr. Walter.
A. M. Bergere, clerk of the First
'
O'Brien, Albert Bernard
Betz and ClieBbro, Griffith and Kleinow.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
Judicial district court, for clerk's taxes for 1905 $78 53
'
,A- - Nelson, all ot Albuquerque,
County-Jose
iV'illiam
E. Torres,
Socorro
3 7 3
Detroit
fee for the quarter ending March 31,
X
comPany
collector,
treasurer and
3 8 1
$618.15.
Cleveland
of
2o0
shares
into
divided
Batories Siever and Payne; Hess
W. E. Martin, clerk of t'ne Third taxes for 1902. $13.05; for 1903. $9.23; tne
of
each;
$100
full
the
value
Par
judicial district court, for clerk's fees for 1904, $131.67; for 1905, $69.48.
the .tre.f: and Buelow.
Ja1'1
M.
Medina, amoun,t 4haB been
Taos County-J- ose
tor the quarter ending March 31,
At St. Louis
R. H.E.
company.
The
Y
r,v,irpr Dn
ooiwtnr. olllce is fixed at Albuquerque, and A. St. Louts
0
$758.35.
1
. 3 13
Secundino Rsmero, clerk of the taxes for 1902. $3.17; for 1903. $13.87; B. Betz, of that city, is named as the Chicago
Batteries Jacobson and Ritchey;
Fourth judicial
district court,
for for 1904, $13.71; for 1905. $45.18.
existagent.
term
of
principal
The
Union County John L. Wolford,
clerk's fees for the quarter ending
is fifty years and the company Altrock and McFarland.
collector, ence
treasurer and
R. H.E.
March 31, $652.75.
At Philadelphia
Is Incorporated to buy, Improve and
12 11 2
C. M. Bird, clerk of the Fifth Judi- taxes for 1902, $4.19; for 1903, $16.55;, sell lands, deal in stock of all kinds Boston
Philadelphia
0 4 7
cial district court, for clerk's fees for 1904. $7.07; for 1905, $299.23.
general realty business.
Luna, and do a Carthage
Valencia County Solomon
for the quarter ending March 31,
Batteries Winters and Graham;
Company.
Fuel
The
collector,1 Incorporators A.
treasurer and
Coakley, Hartley and Powers.
$492.45.
J. King of Alumo-gordC. P. Downs, clerk of the Sixth ju- taxes for 1903, $69.05; for 1904, $109.- L.
Taylor and
John
and
National League.
dicial district court, for clerk's fees 48: for 1905, $307.
James H. Laurel of El Paso, Texas.
R. H. E.
At New York
for the quarter ending March 31,
The capital stock of the company is Philadelphia
3 3 3
$324.90.
TORRANCE COUNTY PRE- $.")5l,00i), divided Into 5,500 shares of
4
6 1
Bernalillo County Justo K. Armljo,
sum New Y'ork
each;
par
of
the
$100
the
value
PARING FOR ANNUAL FESTIVAL of
Pittlnger and Dooin;:
treasurer and exofficio collector,
Battels
$2,000 has been paid into the treastaxes for 1902, $51.08; for 1903. $45.23;
ury of the company- - The principal Taylor and Bowerman.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
tor 1904. $70.50; for 1905, $1,021.85.
EVENT TO TAKE PLACE JUST office is fixed at San Antonio, New Chicago
4
8 1
Chaves County J. S. Lea. treasurer
TERRITORIAL Mexico, and William Lloyd Weber of Cincinnati
PREVIOUS TO
2 8 1
Had
collector, taxes for 1902,
FAIR.
that town is named as the principal
BatterUs
Lundgren and KUng;
$8.95;
for 1903, $45.09; for 1904,
agent. The term of existence Is fifty
$107.87; for 1905, $423.13.
Sioclal Correspondence.
vears. and the comnauy Is incorpo- - Chect and Phelps.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Estancla, N. M., April 26- At an ra,,..i for the uuruose of buying and
Colfax County George J. Pace,
1
3 1
meeting of Torranco developing coal and other mineral Boston
treasurer and
collector, enthusiastic
3 8 1
taxes for 1902, $22.21; for 1904, county citizens held here on Tuesday properties, operating mines, smelters Brooklyn
Batteries
Pfeifer
O'Neil;
and
$43.35; for 1905, $878.08.
night, officers for the 1906 Torrance and everything connected with such
Stridden and Bergen.
Dona Ana County Oscar kohman, county fair association were elected enterprises.
treasurer and
collector, as follows:
The Ranch Supply Company.
American Association.
taxes for 1902, $11.56; for 1903, $18.13;
President William Mcintosh.
Incorporators Frank G. Barlett of
At Lcuisvllle
tor 1904, $46.01; for 1905. $443.67.
Vice President R. N. Maxwell.
Socorro and George H. Brown and LoulsviUo
.13
Eddy County J. D. Walker, treas-Secretary N. S. Rose.
Charles Chadwick of Albuquerque. Kansas City
. 8
urer and
collector, taxes for
Treasurer John F. Lassater.
The capital stock of the company is
At Toledo-Tol- edo
1902. $.61; for 1903, $2.33; for 1904,
This means a second fair for Tor- $100,0oo, divided Into 1,000 shares of
4
186.11; for 1905, $330.01.
rance county, and one greater than the par value of $100 each; the sum Minneapolis
0
Grant County A. S. Goodell, treas- the Initial fair given with great suc of $12,000 has been paid into the
At l.'oluinbus
urer and
collector, taxes for cess at Bstancla last year. The exact treasury of the company. The prm Columbus
6
1902, $16.75; for 1903, $11.36; for date for the approaching exhibition cipal busclness place is flxed at Mag-wa- s
St. Paul
5
1904, $29.16; for 1905, $137.55.
not decided upon, but it will be dalena and the management of the
At Indianapolis
Guadalupe
County Camllo San- in tho early fall, probably just pre-- company will be in the hands of the lnUianaiiolis
'. . 3
collecchez, treasurer nd
ceding the territorial fair, which will incorporators. The term of existence
6
tor, taxes for 1904. $276.95; for 1905, take p'ace between the 15 and 20th is fifiv vears and tho couinany was Milwaukee
of September.
$172.06.
Tho officers elected incorporated for the purpose of carry-lu- g
Blood
Human
Marks.
ou a wholesale and retail ranch
Lincoln County J. H. Canning, are to compose the executive commitA tale of horror was told by
treasurer and
collector, tee, and these, toget"ncr with one ad- supply business and for the purpose of of human blood in the home of marks
J. W.
all
of
$378.-stock
1902,
dealing in real estate and
$46.84; for 1903,
taxes for
ditional member, are to select all
illianis, a well known merchant of
1904,
$214.73; for 1905, $77.71.
officers and superintendents. kinds.
for
Bac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
The Metz & Armstrong Liquor Co. ago I had severe hemorrhages of the
Metz,
W.
Herman
Incorporators
lungs, ami was near death when 1
Henry C. Armstrong, Michael J. Bra- began taking Dr. Kiug's New Discovdy aud John Swauson, all residents ery. It completely cured mo and 1
of Raton. Tho capital stock of the have remained well ever since." It
cciiimanv is $10,000. divided into 100 cures hemorrhages,
chronic coughs,
(shares of the par value of $100 each; settled cril.u and bronchitis, and is
into
paid
jtliu sum of $,oo0 has been
the only known cure for weak lungs.
The Every buttle
tin) treasury of tho company.
guaranteed by nl drugand
Raton
principal ollice is fixed at
gists, iiic and $1. Trial bottle free.
is
city
Henry C. Armstrong of that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
named as principal agent. The term
of existence is fifty years, and the
t!l'm..s-eapur-Entry No. 6293.)
i
company is incorporated for the
pose of carrying on a wholesale and Depart:,., ,,, f t10 interior, Uind office at Sauta Fe, N. M., April 26,
retail liquor business.
1906.
The Yankee Fuel Company.
Noti. ,. is hereby given that tho folIncorporators, Frank R Jennison,
bettler has filed no
Freeman F. Hindi, Edward A. Allaire, lowing named
H Wrick ami Josenh A. Caros, tice of I, s intention
to make final
all of New York City. The capital proof in imports of Ms claim, and
proof will bo made before
stock of tho company is $100,000, dt-- ! that,
vlded into 1,000 shares of the par tho I'ni . states Court Commissioner
riiue, New Mexico, ou June
value of $100 each; the sum of $300 at A::.',
The principal 6. 1 Ji .... i
Jesus Oarcia y Ixpez, of
has l.eeU subscribed.
r.
Bernalillo county. New
olllce in New Mexico is fixed at Raton Carp,
lor the west half of thes.Jiith-it-i-- r
and F. S. McNamara is named as
principal as?eiit. The term of existence west M'
of section 12, township
Is fifty years and the company is in- -; 10 n. r i. rang,. 5 east.
11.. i:.
corporate ! for the purpose of buying
iho following witnesses
lils continuous residence
and operating coal and other mineral to
lauds an, conducting general mining U'li
cultivation oof said land,
viz.:
in their franbusiness as
1..
chise.
Jaraniillo,
Pedro Garcia,
The University Heightj Improvement I'm:,, .. (i.miin lend a ri (Jiiti, rrez,
a'.
Company.
New Mexico.
Incorporators, Harvey H. FergussoU
MANTEL H. OTKItO,
Sellers,
B.
M. W. I'Unirnoy and U. K.
Register.
The
all
nts of Albuquerque.
$20,-- ;
In
t.
is
e
company
capital stuck of the
Land of His Namesake.
It.
'"0 dilib'd into 2,0uj shares of the
ioral Ham. the ilrummcr-i- s
ev
amount
' par aiite
in.
touring the Holy Land,
f $u ea h; tho full
interesting letters of tils
w
bus cm
into tl.o treasury of the aii.i j
compury. The principal office Is fixed tr;i,
Uie I!wliug (liten papers.
I!..;
pouring into stricken San Francisco from all quarters V at Albuquereue aud D. K. II. Sellers of
Contribution
.;ie (Ky.) Now Era.
The followlug funds have been received by Territorial Treasurer J. H.
Vaughn, for the month of March:
From A. A. Keen, commissioner of
public lands, $1,502.29, to the credit
of the following funds:
Common
school Income, $1,212.69; University
of New Mexico, $30; College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, $33.60;
Palace Income, $226.
H. O. . Bursum, superintendent of
tiie territorial penitentiary, for convicts' earnings, $1,518.33.
J. W. Raynolds, territorial secretary, for fees for corporation filings
for the quarter ending March 31,
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Is the Moon Inhabited?
' Science has proven that the moon
has an atmosphere, which makes life
in some form possible on that satellite
but not for human beings, who have
a hard enough time on this earth of
ours; especially those who don't know
that Electric Bitters cure headache,
biliousness, malaria, chills and ferer,
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general deUnbility and female weaknesses.
equalled as a general tonic and appetizer for weak persons and espe-clal- y
for the aged. It Induces sound
sleep. Fully guaranteed by all dtug- gists. Prlce only 50c.

i

treasurer and

TO

OBJECTS.
In
the
According to a dispatch
Denver Post from New York, Harry J.
Ollryan, a lawyer, formerly of that
city and wh. is quite well known
In this territory and In Colorado, is
endeavoring to be admitted to practice before the courts of the state of
New York, but is having difficulty in
doing so. The dispatch says that
O'Hryan will not be able to practice
his profession in New York. Iloih the
and the
Colorado liar association
state supreme court of Colorado have
refused to recommend his ailmlsslon
to the bar of New York state on account of alleged unprofessional conduct In Colorado.
Recently Mr. O'Hryan wrote from
New Y'ork City making application for
the unnal certificate showing membership in good standing in the Bar as
sociation and a recommendation from
the supreme court for admission to
tho bar of New Y'ork.
Lucius W. Hoyt, chairman of the
grievance committee of the Colorado
Bar association, advised Chief Justice
Gabbcrt of Colorado that it would not
recommend O'Uryan's admission to
the New York bar.
It is understood that the court and
the Bar association would have no objections to Issuing to Mr. O'Bryan a
certificate showing that he wns still
enrolled as an nttornoy In the Btate.
Harry J. O'Bryan was the husband
of Mrs. Mamie O'Bryan, sister of
M. A. Otero, of this territory, who procured a divorce from him
a few months ago In a Denver court
on statutory grounds and who is now
living with the children and with
O'Bryan's mother in Paris, France.
O'Bryan's escapades are well remembered by many people In Denver and
in this territory.

r...

Photograph taken in the Napa Hotel, at Napa. Cal.,
April 18. Napa i eighteen mile from San Francisco.
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world when everyone with an in
come has a bank account and pays
his bills by check.
Ninety per cent of Vhe bwiiness
Is done by check. Why
Because
It is safe. Because it is more con.
venient than handling the' money.
Because the- chances of error are
less.
' You do
not have to do an extensive business In order to have
a checking account. Small accounts are welcome as well as
large ones, and all receive the
same careful attention.
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ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

...SANTA

--

MEXICO

KJJ1UNCII...

Effective December X0,X905
Eastbound.

Westbound.

No. 426.

3:00 a m
4:35 a m
7:30 a m

Stations.

No. 425.

Pueblo

11:05

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

pu

9:40 p tn
7:00 p m
l:2G,p m
3:30 p m

12:51 pm
Espanola
11:00 a m Lv. Santa Fe Ar.
3:00 p m
11:36 p in
Barranca
4:02pm
Servllleta
10:29 p m
4:32 p m
Tres Pledras
10:00pm
6:45 p m
8:10 pm
Antonlto
8:30 p m
Alamosa
6:40am
2:11 p m
Embtido
12:26 pm

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Sllverto
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making tho entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
A. S. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
)

(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: Bf
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:S
p. ni., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m-- , departs 11:59.

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops east ot
Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to' Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to, San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
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CALIFORNIA
For a change why not make that visit to California early In tho season? Y'ou'll enjoy it. Visit Grand
Canyon en route. Stop over and sen the Petrified
Forest. Ride through the country of fruits and flowers. Attractive and inexpensive variable route tour
within the means of almost every one. About one-hathe usual rate. Long limit and liberal stopover privileges. I'll help you plan a trip. Tickets on sale April
2 to May C, lucusive.
The Santa Fo is the Hue of fast trains, modem
and comfortable chair cars and luxurious Pullmans,
track, block signals.
Harvey meals,
It.

i.ii
t
No. 26
ito ' Huh"
ue. . . J3.0O
4.

Eagle Pencil Co.
Miuulactuiera

377 Broadway, Now York

i KILLime
jt.no CURE
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T. E. PURDY,

Albuquerque,

N. M.
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the ideal in the business

But then Maxim Gorky should find OH company has leen thinking of
warm welcome in Pittsburg.
serving champagne In Its offices and
refineries, and Pierp's action will
Springfield, Mo., was only following bring an early decision.
the Ixonard Wood method of benrv-ol- t
nt. assimilation.
A bad lxy out west was converted
Into a good one hy an operation on
A Wild Guess.
his head. More than one bad boy
Ernest Guess reports a ghost near has been changed Into a good one by
Chestnut Ridge. Carrolltcn (O.) Free an operation but not on the head.
Press.
They're talking In Chicago of buildOne of Ge:rge Gould's sons Is a ing a railroad that will run ten nour
champion tennis player. The Goulds trains to New York. Say what you
always were strong on the courts but please, those Chicago fellows
(Ask Joe Ramsey.)
do work hard to Improve their town.
John D. Rockefeller 'has given a
"What's tho matter?
What's the
b rsc to the east Cleveland flro deeltement?" asked the man who came
partment. This Is the first time any- to the edge of the crowd.
body ever had a horse on John.
"Two women hurt shopping."
"You don't say so? How did they
and moved to town so as to take It hurt It?"
easy in his old age. Story City
Nevada City (la.) RepIt is said trial tho actress who acresentative.
companies Maxim Gorky ' received
$1,000,000 from somebody
before
"How shockingly cruel Mrs. Much she left Russia. H'm, whatJust
Pittsburg
munn is at times?"
millionaire is over In Russia?
"Absolutely so."
"The last time I called she served
Old Geronlmo, who wa3 planning a
few weeks ago to make a starring
coffee In a tea gown."
tour, is believed to be dying. In view
Teddy says he'll do no more hunt-- j of Mr. Gcronimo's
reword there will
Ing while he's president.
Another: be no probability of his making a
notitce that he will not be a candi- starring tour if he dies.
date for
The mayor or Pittsburg has return"You don't believe Miss Spriggin's ed to the secretary of the ball team
marriage was a failure?"
the annual pass that was sent to him.
"No, but it came near causing one Probably expects the PIttsburgs
to
for her father."
play the same kind of a game this
year as last.
"Mrs. Rushabout is very handy with
a needle."
A Most Obliging Gentleman.
"Perhaps but I guess she's handier
SITUATION WANTED
hatpin."
with a
thoroughly
understands
"Oh, Isn't it lovely! Such a dream hunters, harness horses; eight years
present situation; married when suitof a bonnet! Perfectly stunning!"
J. M., Haywood Abbey, near
"Y'es, stunning,
that's the word. ed.
Henry was knocked out by the bill. Stafford. Wellington (Eng.) Journal.
Optimism Illustrated.
"I think Patterson's girl sat down
"Indian Jim," whs loafs about town
on him last night."
quite often this spring, says "we can
"What makes you thing so?"
expect good fishing in the Iowa river
"I notice the creases are out of his this summer.'
Just what h!3 reasons
trousers."
were ne would not divulge. Oxford
"Hullo, Bo, watcher been doin' de (la.) Leader.
las' month?"
"Y'ou've got a grouch on. What's
"Dafs it."
the trouble?"
"Wut's it?"
"Didn't I tell you my wife had
"Ive been (fain' de month.'
broken a meerschaum pipe that I had
"Of all the stingy men 1 ever nnew, been three years in coloring?"
"Y'es, I know you did, but why the
Speckly comes first. Why, he lets his
grouch?"
wife cut his hair."
"That's not because hie's stingy. He
Come into the garden. Bill,
lot's her do it, to prove he loves her."
And give mo your cheerful aid,
For the sun ihas killed the water
Lucky Neighbors.
chill
Sho had the tartistic spirit,
And you'd better bring the spade;
TcmiKu-amen- t
and all that;
Full soon our neighbors and our
Sho wouldn't play In A minor
friends we'll fill
Because she lived "fn A flat.
With talk of the garden we've
"What's the excitement over In the
made.
senate today?"
"Oh, nothing, 'in particular.
Bailey,
11 1 1 1
1 1 1
Foraker and Knox are taking theler
WILLING HELPERS.
What's the use of a helper, If
constitutionals."
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is
"I want to buy about forty yards of f an nmple mantle which will al- - V
carpet."
f most cover all the sins of serv- "Step this way, please. What kind f ire. But a classified advertise-of a shade do you wish?"
ment in The Evening Citizen Is a
"No kind. I said I wanted to buy
willing helper that is not only I
a carpet, not shades.'
absolutely competent, but also Is it
,
a willing worker. It
all
Pierp Morgan, Jr., has introduced r the time for you. It Isworks
the best
in his New Y'ork office the English
and most economical publicity In
custom of serving tea In the afterthe world.
V
noon. We understand the Standard t

o,

i

Conditions approach

a

WILL NOT BE ADMITTED
PRACTICE LAW IN NEW
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Commercial travel throughout A SMITH RACE FOR'
year Is enred for by tho through
car Rorvlro, which is op-- !
GEN. ALGER'S
equip- crated daily. The
spo-- ;
mcnt of the Moxico-St- .
Iu;s
clal wns built for that service especially by the Pullman company, and
will ro Into the shops for repairs af
traln-de-lux-

Globe-Wernic-

High

grade

ciegrapn company s ct- flee, has gone to El Paso to do relief
work for aliout two weeks.
Tho Hoswell Record says:
W. S.
Ilowen, manager
for New Mexico,
Arizona and southwest Texns, for the
Equitable Life Assurance company,
who has been installing Dr. O. T.
Veal as agent, left M nday morning,
for Albifquerque, via Clayton.
Marlona Armijo. a well known
member of the local sporting fraternity, has Just received
letter
from
his bro'her-in-law- .
Martine
Aheytla, dated from Sacramento, Cal.
.Mr. Abeyua says he
was in the
earthquake, but luckily escaped serious Injury. The lodging ihouse where
he had a room was a complete wreck
after tho shock, and amid falling timbers he escaped from the building,
with only a few bruises. He made
his way as fast as possible to the
ferry and took a boat for Oakland,
and from there he went to Sacramento.
The annual meeting of the New
Mexico
Medical
society will take
place In this city Wednesday and
Thursday, May 2 and 3, and it Is expected that a large number of physicians from all over the territory will
be present. Dr. P. G. Cornish, of
this city, is president of the society.
comAn entertainment committee,
posed of Doctors Cams, Wroth and
Wylder, have already been appointed
and are arranging a banquet at the
Alvarado for next Wednesday night,
when the visiting physicians and
their lady friends will be the guests of
the Bernalillo County Medical

Avenue Furniture

SE-

TO

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

1

life, was a visitor In the city yester-- j
day on business.
Amado Chavez, the assistant super- In'endent of public Instruction, who
was here on business, has returned
to Santa Fe.
Will Kcleher. a capital young op-- 1
u

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before'you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

r RAILROAD TOPICS
Col. Kalpb E. Twltchell, assistant at 13 years. At 18 he was promoted
attorney for the Santa Fe, Is In the to engineer. Up to 15 years ago he
worked on the eastern roads and since
city from Las Vegas.
that time he has been employed by
A Barrman, water service inspector the Frisco. During his long service
for the Santa Fe coast lines, was a san engineer he never had a wreck
looking, over the local plant of the or suffered any serious Injury. He ran
an engine of the fast mail train out
company yesterday

i

in ii

ii

J'lk

'

;

i

r

',

f
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Bottled

MERCHANT

RUSSELL, A. ALGER.
Sola A rent.
Washington.
Albuquerque, N. M.
13. Senator
April
Russell A. Alger, of Michigan, Is
Antomatlo Phone, 199.
soon to announce his retirement from
political activities, owing to the continued delicate etate of his health..
This announcement will preclpltatts
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goos
T
a lively fight for his tcga.
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
Three Smiths will race ftr Alger's; style, go
to South Third street, cornet
place.
William Alden Stnltu, con- - i
avenue, No. 215. Will be
gressmen from Grand Rapids; "Lit-- ! of Silverpromptly
at any hour ot the
tie Sam" Smith, congressman f rom served
nlghL Prices will be from 25c to 30c
Pontine, and Hank (alias Henry C.)
Smith, former congressman from Ad- M. GRENADINO & CO.
rian, are the Smith candidates.
Then there are some other candl-N. PEACH & CO.
dates. Arthur Hill, a wealthy lumber
.11 i
n.nn.a
.1 w ...
f
Cr.lnn.ar
i
v
,
ti
vi
ut
iiit iiciiit.
vv'ii" REAL ESTATE DEALT RS
nania
to the senate and Is already an avow61.
ed candidate, a Is William C. Mc- Auto, 'phone, 437; Colo., r.e
Office, 212 W. Gold Av.
Millan, son of the late Senator McMillan. Mr. Hill Is a good organizer, and
haa sold out his business and is devoting his time to getting this honorable office.
i

11

1

I. Luccro

7

TAKE IT IN TIME.

General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

Just as Scores

Both Phones

Third and M&rquettt

it.s

in f

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right !

ith

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART
MENT.

OUR

DP TO DATE SIGNS

of Albuquerque People

Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely

I

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR
TRIMMING.

Is

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

g

SCREEN TIME

here. Door and Window
screena made to order.
Q

.

J. KORBER

8
oocxxxxxyococGoocooooccxxm
RIONEER BAKERY
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

MILL

FIO.

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER ATH.
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO.
NEW

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTT
We desire patronage and we mar-ante- e
first class baking.
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.

r. G.

B. RUTPPE

TZ PILL
PaESCRIPTIONS RIGHT

NEXT TO BANK OP COMMERCE

At Consistent Prices

203 W. Railroad Am.

PRATT & CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'a Coffees, Iin
boden'a Granite Flour.

Wootton

Best on

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 South Beeonfl Street.

TOri

A GRAOI
Dealera In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

O. A, SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Room

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Bett

Ammrlean Block

ML
CO
$G. 75 Per

y

$3.00 Per
.

COKE

ftfi

1--

2

MILL

Ton
Ton
WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES
SKXXXXXXXXXXXX3COCOCOCOCOO

csrssr'

Bsssar"

&

Myer,

Real Estate

Groceries

HUlaboro Creamery Butter
Karth.

.

IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD tXXXXXXXXXXOCXXXXDCOCC)COOSS

Staple and i?'ahcy

"'ament

-

HORSE-SHOEIN-

RIAGE

Louis-Mexic-

The Optlccays: Mrs. L. D. Bernard
of the west side, has received a Ber- r
from her son. William C.
nard, who was employed In the railroad machine shops tit Point Richmond at San Francisco, saying that
he is alive and tir injured. He was in
the shops at w rk at the time of the
earthquake, but left, the building Immediately. The plant was almost entirely demolished by the shocks. Mrs.
Bernard was greatly relieved to hear
of li r son's safety.

RICL GRANDE LUMBER CO,

11

1

sec-give-

semi-weekl-

Albuquerquo
Carriage
Corner Flrtt and Tijera Read.

!

g

iu,

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now. .
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00 now. ,
We are also quoting very low prl ces on Surreys, Stanhope, Con- coras. BuckDoards, Spring Wagons, etc Out of town buslnoea soilcttod.
write lor catalogue and prices

:

follow.

TAILORING

Our Top Buggies aud;
Runabouts must move)
We need the floor j
space for another cat. (
It's a time to helpi
yourself by helping oe.(
$46.00 to $108.00)

MELINI & EAKIN

i

'"'

Into Yours:

In Bond.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

fI
Ji7

semi-weekl-

Pocket

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
a few weeks ago,
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Cure every kidney 111.
Harry E. Mucnnie, of the general when he was taken 111.
a
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMAlbuquerquo citizens endorse them.
office of the mechanical, department
Mrs. M. J. Butler, residence 717
BINI, PROPRIETOR
of the Santa Fe, was a visitor at the FRUSTRATED ATTEMPT TO
BLOW UP A TRAIN.
East street, says: "When I went to
local shops yesterday.
My merchant tailoring mep la up- a drug store for Doan's Kidney Pills
Placed where they would be struck
Petitions are being circulated among by the engine and the entire train stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- I had an attack of backache. It was
of dynamite nue, where I solicit the patronage of only one of many which had annoyed
2,000 employes, to be forwarded to destroyed, 100 sticks
were found the other morning near the public. All work guaranteed first me for two or three years. At first
offthe Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe comLewis Springs, on the track of the class, as I have had fifteen years' ex they were mild, and I expected they
icials, asking them to locate the
El Paso & Southwestern railroad, perlence In the business. Suits made would leave Just as mysteriously as
pany hospital at Cleburne, Texas.
within a few minutes before the pas- to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and the ycame, but with the passing of
George Montgomery, of tho audit- senger train would have passed over repaired. The specific I use will not time the attacks were more frequent
It, and possibly several lives blotted Injure the cloth.
Ladles' garment! and of longer duration. I used three
ing department of the Santa Fe coast out,
also cleaned and walking skirts made boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills, and
says the Bisbee Miner.
lines, arrived frcm the west and is
was rewarded with an entire cessaIt is said that the dynamite was to order. Give me a trial.
around today meeting his many old
O. BAMBINI.
tion of the aching. Up to date, and It
Albuquerque friends. Mr. Montgom- found cn both sides of the track, and
Is considerably over six months since
o
ery years ago, called Albuquerque his that it had been carefully placed, so
I stopped the treatment, there has not
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that when the front wheel of the enhome.
been a sign of any recurrence."
gine struck it an explosion would re(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
For sale by all dealers. Price RO
While the other roads report a sult. Enough was there to have deCo., Buffalo, N.
marked decrease in the amount of stroyed the entire- train and all in Department of the Interior, United cents. FosterMilburn
States Land Office, Santa F&, N. M., Y.. sole agents for the United States.
the cars.
mail carried, the Santa Fe Panhandle
Remember tho name Doan's and
March 29, 1906.
run shows a big increase. The fig55
Charles Yoakum, of the passenger
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- take no other.
ures show that there has been an in- department
Santa Fe, wit'n lowing named claimant has filed nocrease of 136 per cent In the amount headquarters ofat the
Still waiting for Jack London and
El Paso, arrived from tice of his Intention to make final
of mail carried on this run the last tho west
this morning and is spend- proof in support of his claim under Dowlo to send a word of sympathy to
four years. On the strength of this ing
the day with Albuquerque friends. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March Gorky.
showing, two new clerks nave been
Mr. Yoakum passed through tho city 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
added to the Panhandle run between last
Saturday night with the special by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
MENANDWOKIEA,
Newtou, Kan., and Higgins, Texas.
train carrying the California Press Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Vm Rig 44 fomnofttarftl
la I W ,'.7iV 1 dicb&rer.tono.lDtluDt
Superintendent J. K. Allen, of the association home from a pleasure bo made before the United States
Uaaiftu.W
S irriratiooa or
trip to Mexioo, and is now himself Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, It'
k.i t trlatar.
.if mo coat niambtanA.
HfclS rrata
local Indian school, Judge A. J. AbfMUrlfl.
Pnhilp., n4 not sitria
bott, attorney for the Pueblo In- on his return home. Ho says that New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
KtEvn$PH;H',r:: Co
HTiy
iMit t.r po.nuuuua.
No Id hj IlrnnliU.
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
dians in the territory, Walter Zim- his journey with the newspaper party
Santa
many
or
anything
was
pleasant,
as
agent
tho
lent - plnin wrnppttr,
for
but
merman, claim
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
!T cxprr., prepaid, tor
of the party were returning to range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18.
Fe, and J. E. Chaves, attorney, left
rS Initio 12.78.
l.l.
they go ruined homes, and with the uncer township 7 north, range 3 east, and
CirruU'' girti a reu.Mflti
last evening for Isleta, where
of
possible,
tainty
finding
of
friends and relatives lot 2, sections 12 and 13. township 7
to effect a settlement, if
injured or killed. The special was north, range 2 east, and lot 2,
the claim the Indians have to made
their
damages
right
of way over the Santa tions 7 and IS. township 7 north,
the
against the road for
time range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
23rd Annual Encampment
crops in the flood of last spring, oc- Ke, ana made
road's
from
the moment it got on Santa Fe He names the following witnesses
casioned, they claim, by the
a
thought
It. is
that
tracks at El Paso until it left them to prove his actual continuous adverse
embankments.
OF THE
In California.
compromise will le effected.
possession ot said tract for twenty
m
m
years next preceding the Burvey of DEPARTMENT Of NEW MEXICO
is- - MEXICO-ST- .
a territorial charter has been
LOUIS SPECIAL
the township, viz:
QUITS
Sc
FOR
SUMMER.
THE
taiis
iurner
sued to the Davis
Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Albu1
i
(J. A. K.
of the Gould lines querque. N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
Railroad companj,
hc
?n nnn
7h
nave announced mat tne last run lor of Peralta. N. M Hlelnlo Chavez, of
in UKianoma tny, umh.,
o
capital stock. The purpose i
tho season of the St.
LAS CRUCES, N. M.
Peralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al-service, buquerque, N. M.
build a standard line cf road from special, the
of
a
Falls,
distance
would be made from St. Louis this
Davis to Turner
Any person who desires to protest
ten miles, at an estimated cost of morning and from the City of Mexico against the allowance of said proof,
For the above occasion the San
R.
aro
incorporators
$100,000. The
on Tuesday, next. The service will or who knows of any substantial rea-ta Fe will sell
H. Wllklns, A. L. Welsh, J. W. Grant, be resumed early in the fall and a son under the laws and regulations
tickets at one
Hrttrt Chowine and W. L. Demeryx. cemnecting through sleeper will be of the interior department whv such'
fare trip.
for Tickthe
ui rperated over the Wabash to and proof should not be allowed, will be
of Oklahoma City, and Jonn w
round
from Chicago, as In the past. The given an opportunity at the above
Xewton, Kan.
ets on sale May
over the Gould mentioned time and place to cross-1, 2, and 3. Final
n,,,! lines and theservice
ine ivouisvme
Mexican
'"
National
Kflhl claim
has
examine
tho
nf
witnesses
return
limit May
i
ua
jiiibsenm-reuueeu
naving
leen a success from the outset, and ant. nn.t tn nfTer evl.lenrn In rehnttal
6, r.toG.
on a part of its lino near Louisville. Is only suspended during the Bummerjof
claimant,
by
submitted
that
T. B. PURDY,
to months when tourist travel Is light
Ky., to half tho ordinary rates,
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Agent.
compete wilh the electric line, will between the United States and Mex- Register.!
l.u calleil before the Kentucky state
railroad commission m ilelend Its
action, complaints having been filed
with tho commission that In making
& NashTfiiTBIfc
nZIStXT. rfffTiatils reduction the Ixmlsvllle
against the genville discriminates
eral public.
'

Out of Our;

i

of here up until

record-breakin-

FOUND AT LAST

'aundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolena without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundriea shrink them, bring to em to
and we will straighten them out for you.
Woolen

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO: "ReBl?o?gP0Ss"

Ji".in F. Fullerton, of Socorro, late
curtain of the territorial mounted po--

f

THiS CHANCE

Frtth and Salt Meat.
steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL kTeTnwORT,
Mannir BiiIM.uk, :sortn Third StreeL

All Kindt of

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

J.CoalD. EMMONSMan.

The

Meat Market

SEAT

o

ter the last trip.

ke

Line at Low prices.

PAGE SEVEN

THIRD STREET

Ilro.
WITT? 1

TXT A

What's in a name? Ask Emmons The
Coal Avenue Furniture Man.
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets,
Book Cases and Filing Cabinets,
Baldwin Dry Air Refrigrators, Sanitaire
Iron Beds, Legget and Piatt Steel Springs,
A

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALI3UQUEKQUE

1906.

AND

Ranches

MANUFACTURED SY

TIw

and

Stewart Iron Works Company
rroirrd

the Tlfrtiwt AwnH,
8t. Louit,
frtnl." World' nKrtir,
'i tta itn Hit Miinnm ra
r.
iiri' inn can
Trie if"ii than a iwie:iallti wcwvl ftnri. Why
your oll in duw with urot, ai
tint

"4JolJ

TVnr

oocooococx

RANKIN & CO.

of Irim KcncA.
0Hr dfniBtiMVmm
Iron bown
Flower catulogu-BHritvtm
lu our

.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATM.

IX)W Prtoa

LOANS

will
surprlaAytnt
OAl.Ii AND

sun Ld
A. D. JOHNSON, General Contractor
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.
STEAM

CARPET

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
' 123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

OHIO

CINCINNATI,
Who

RENTALS

CLEANING

THORNTON Thm Clmmnmr
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the buHlness. There U no other just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

'
Antomatlo phone 46L
Room 10. N. T. Armijo Bulldln.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Works

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor '
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
kinds. Before buying give us a caH.

A. E. WALKER,

FIRE
INSURANCE.
Secretary
tion, Office

Mutual Building Associa217 West Railroad

at

Thos. F. Keleher

M. DRAGOIE
VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Dealers hi
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Leather.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Dusters, Whips. Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Root Paint; lasts five years and Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
stop leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
all kinds ef Fresh Meat
Pelts.
300 North Broadway, Corner ot Wash408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE. ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
PAINTS,

OILS,

samaF

lot-to-

TICKET SCALPER
SECURES A PARDON.
Notice was received In Chicago of
J. Allardt. who has
the punlon of
been serving nn indeterminate sentence at Joliet for forgery, in connection with the ticket brokerage business. Allardt was sentenced In Chicago three y.ars ng , and the maximum he could have received would
have been five years. A condition
annexted to his pardon by the board
was that he should not enter the city
of Chicago .luring his term of parole,
which will be two y. ars. Win u convicted. Allaidt boasted that he would
i.'rve a penitentiary term.
A

A

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Laiad on
iz2 ia 3

the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeha

Cui-o- ff

&

Santa

fe

Rattway

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsfte
or l.i"0

:;;fri;

twi.iE-lct-

atj,t .v,,.,!-e lots, tire 25x142 feet, laid out with broad SO and
streets, with alleys
rhurchft. Commercial duo; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest menai.tile establishments
ttc. Belen U ti e '.arae.u Bhlypio point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, teri
hay In Central

biPMLen

s.

,

an--

'.

tU .'ct :ired
-i

70-fi- !

LIMITED

are

.::(J ;ur.j.

In

.rs

EXPPCSS. MAIL

ND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA f E ROUTE

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by
.;:- Also
flrstclas moduro hotel.
barceFi hop, etc, etc
OL'R

VETERAN ENGINEER

MAKES HIS LAST RUN
The body of S. K. Green, engineer

of the Frisco fast mail train between
Monett, Mo., and Vinlta, arrive! at
Monett from the company's hospital
where he db'd Saturday night. Mr.
Green probably wj the ..'.bst active
engineer in the west and by far he
oldest o nthe Frisco system. He v. as
years
Uiru in Watertowu. N. V.,
ago and began working as a fireman

1

ruivatiou) ;

feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade treea; pablle achool kouie, coal-,.New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated
New Menlro.

20

W.LL

.

su

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

F?ICES OF LOTS ARE L0a AND TERMS ON
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF

EASY
YOU

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-clsa-

e

bakery, tailor loop, sooe house, Jeweler, plumbing

PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

.TOilN BECKER, President
"2

kuw

MttVu SVHrt.

.air

JSTTii

Tihifc

--

.jrcj'aorr'
"
r..r

mi.

T'a--

sao, slaalsg

mUl.

DEEDS

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
'cawsa
tyr.

iKa

j".-."!-K

&JEz&r

dr

w

j

cerco

IKJCkii

'naar1
ZLVZFSt

sxjisr

jauuw

rrr--

txs.s

Kt3?n

uiKstR1
.
ttfj-.i-

fjl

usay csrCi

lAXBUQtiERQUE

PACE EIGHT

LvENINC

CITIZEN.

Silver avenue and moved Into the new
Hudson residence on West Gold ave
nue, where they will be pleased to,
meet all their friends in the future.
Evening pravor al St. John's church
ftt 7:30 this evening. Choir practice
Immediately afterwards.
Charles Helnkcn. of the John I!tcker
DAY AND WEATHER.
company, of Helen. Is spending ttiei
says
Sunriae, 5:13; et, 6:43; length, 13 day In the city. Mr. Relnken
to
being
made
aro
preparations
that
hour and 30 minutes; sun fast 2
work on that part of the Santa,
minute; moon will et tonight at start
Helen and Rio
between
10:22. The day ha been calm, bright Ke cut-of- f
Tuesday. The con-- 1
and delightful every way. The foliage Pucrco n next being
let In Chicago
of tree and shrub throughout
the tracts are now
for the
city it o abundant that to one look- by James Pun. chief engineer
it will
ing weit from University Height, A- company. It Is estimated tothat,
complete
lbuquerque look like one vast orchard, require about five months
the houses, except few of the tallest. tills part of the nid.
ielna embedded In an unbroken mass Charles V. Safford, traveling and
'of green. Edward Gibbon, the great !tor for th territory, passed through
to
English historian, who wrote "The the cllv t'lls morning, returning
Decline and Fall of the Roman Em- Santa Ft from Silver City, where he
made a clucking up of the Grant
pire," was born on this day, 1837.
Mr. Safford says
county officials.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
thai the I!oi; Grant county assessment r: lis show an Increased propJ. B. Rutherford, the well known erty valuation over last year, of
life Insurance man who was tailed te close to $10o,(M)0, which is aKout as
Denver on business, is expected to re- good a showing as any of the smaller
turn this evening.
counties of the territory can make.
Miss Mil K. Johnson left hut even- Vfit Tmiii.-t.dclmrn.
Ihn
lino.
Ing on No. 1 for Gallup where she hh'tMtvr of thp 'AjVararfo
pharmacy.
goes on legal business. mi will re- - lias returned from
Angeles. Nat
s
turn to the city tomorrow.
was one of a guard or thne
Kx- A. R. Roberts, vice president and
sent by the Wells-FargKoiierts pn,Sf( company, to accompany 1 1.000,-Cotreasurer of the Raywood
wholesale liquor dealer of Last,MM) to thp s'an Francisco 'sufferers.
s.
liuslii-sVegas, is in the city on
Messrs. Voight and Strong were the
The new Marron building on West 'other Fharpshcoters, and it is said
com thnt. they nre so handy with the rifle
Railroad avenue is fast
pletion and when finished will add that either can hit the bullseye at
much to the looks of that portion of 1 1 KM) yards every time they pull the
trigger.
the avenue.
The Korber building on North Sec
Canvas Oxfords are very fashionafor
ond street, will soon be ready
occupancy. 1 lie hulleiing is a unee- - ble this Reason and they are unsurand comfort. We
story affair and will be used ns a ve passed in daintiness
soles,
have them with llglil or
hicle repository.
high Cuban or low leather lnels, In
The property on orth Fourth street white or gray, for men, wome
and
known as the Hotel Elmhurst and
Prices range from OiiV-- to
grounds has been sold to Angeleo Vlv-ia- children.
$2.25. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
by Mrs. Sarah Smith. Consideraavenue.
Railroad
public.
made
not
been
has
tion
o
Judge W. H. Newoomb, of Silver
FIND
THE
CHICKtRlNli
ilORE
City, passed through the city this
morning., en route to Santa Fe, to
Wherever you go, you will find the
attend a special meeting of the New
piano store that represents Chicker-In- g
Mexico penitentiary board.
& Sons to be the best place to
Margaret
Mrs.
Babb has sold
for pianos of less expensive
through the Porterfield Real Estate look
brick grade.
company her two four-rooThe name Chickerlng is in Itself
1
cottages at
South Arno to Mrs. almost
a guarantee of that store's'
consideration
Sweetland;
E.
Cora
methods. You may safely depend upon
private.
Its advice as to the other maRes It
The soliciting committee of the ter handles. In New Mexico the Chickritorial fair, out again yesterday, re erlng is represented solely by
port good progress, but those who
THE WHITSON MUSIO CO.
should come up without much persuasion are still lingering outside of
RESH FOR TODAY:
EASTERN
the band wagon.
LOBSTERS, CRABS,
GREEN
prospec
miner,
Charles E. Bonsai,
SHRIMPS,
BROILERS,
HENS,
tor and hotel keeper, and a resident DUCKS, GEESE, PORK AND BEEF
1879,
left last TENDERLOINS, SWEETBREADS.
of Albuquerque since
night for Douglas, Ariz., and The
STRAWBERRIES,
CUCUMBERS,
Citizen hopes he will prosper in that CELERY, TOMATOES AND ALL
NATIVE
rich mining town.
VEGETABLES,
KEPT
AND
FRESH
CRISP BY OUR
G. Badaraceo will improve his sum
mer garden property by erecting two FOUNTAIN.
buildings on the premises during the
coining summer. One of the build
ings will be 3Gx3ti feet, two stories in
height, and the other one 10x75 feet,
one story.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Attorney General Prichard was In
Albuquerque for a short' time last Newton Creamery Uutter
25c
evening, en route to El Paso, to which 3 bottles of Chow Chow
25c
section of the country he goes for the 35c can of Baking Powder
30c
purpose of inspecting some mining
can of Peas
10c
properties in Lincoln and Otero coun 12c
See us for boys' summer weight ' unties.
"
derwear.
the Macaroni, per pkg
People having bills against
8c
quarcounty for the third and fourth
2 cans cf CTams
25
ters of 1905 bve warrants awaiting Cleaned seeded raisins, per pkg. ..8c
them at the probate clerk's efflce and 2 cans California Plums
25c
Probate Clerk Walker is anxious to
How about your screens. We can
give them out to get them out of the supply your wants In that line.
way.
ChiUmac, per :pkg
5c
25c
The El Paso News says: Mr. and 2 pkgs of Force
15c
Mrs. Howard Clarke, of Albuquerque, 2 pkgs of Cold Water Starch
10c
arrived this morning and are guests Gelatine, per pkg
gave
Wo handle rvaper plates, paper nap
of the Sheldon. Mr. Clarke
away the fact that he and Mrs. Clarke kins and picnic goods of all kinds.
8c
were on their wedding tour, by drop- tigs, per pkg
ping rice all the way from the door Soup, per can
8c
9c
can of Milk
to the desk.
25c
Mrs. C. W. Cook, Sr., mother of C. 2 cans of Dry Sliced Beef
Remember, we can always furnish
W. Cook, Jr., the well known local
Santa Fe railroad official, Is here vis- you with strictly fresh ggs. If the
iting her son, arriving the other even- eggs your grocer furnishes elon't suit
ing front Chicago. This morning, Mrs. you. give curs a trial.
, THE
MAZE.
J. B. Rutherford was showing the visWilliam Kieke, Proprietor.
itor courtesies, by an enjoyable drive
throughout the city.
AUCTION
The last car load of machinery for
the Albuquerque Pressed Brick and
Tile company has arrived from St.
Wednesday, May 2, at 1:30 p. m
Iyouls. and the work of completing corner of Third street and Hazoldine
mathe plant for the reception of the
avenue, at the home of Mrs. W. M.
chinery will be pushed to completion McCIellan. I will sell the entire furas rapidly as possible.
nishings of her home. Goods consist
Word has Just been received In this in part of cook stove, gasoline range,
city of the deat.h in Chicago of C. A. twa kitchen tables, utensils, dishes,
Ward, a capitalist, and formerly pres- side board, oak dining table and
ident of the American Lumber com- chairs, pictures, two walnut bed room
pany in this city. Deceased had many suites, parlor furniture, chairs, rockfriends among the business men of ers, center tables, combination writAlbuquerque who will learn with re- ing desk and look case, four carpets,
two heating stoves, lounge, etc. See
gret cf his death.
goods Tuesday, before the sale. Street
arhave
city
The socialists of the
cars
take you to the door.
meetings
ranged to hold a series of
H. S. KNIGHT,
at the corner of Second street and
Auctioneer.
Railroad avenue, commencing tonight
o
at 7:30 o'clock. Arthur Morrow LewIF YOU NEED A CARPENTEfl
is, of San Francisco, one of the best
C. E. MAPLES, BLAOK
speakers, has been engaged for eight TELEPHONE
157.
nights.
The ladies of the Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hudson, and Mr.
and Mrs. B. F. EUlmore, lncludiug the church will hold a utility sale on Satmother of the ladies, Mrs. Renner. and urday afternoon and evening, April
the latter's grandson, Harry Davis, 2S. at St. John's Guild hall on Fouth
have left the Hudson home on West street. A variety of useful articles
will be presented. launch, home-mad- e
candy, ice cream nnd cake will lie
herved after 12 o'clock.
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WEST RAILROADAYE.

..Stylish Spring Shoes..
The fact that your feet aro small and you see so little of them

The shapller they

self is no proof that they are not noticed by others.

are the more closely they

your-

will be watched and It Is your duty to dress

them to the best of your ability. The easiest and most satisfactory

to

way

do this Is to let us fit you to a pair of our stylish shoes or oxfords.

MEN'S SHOES, PATENT COLT, GUN METAL VICI KID OR BOX CALF

S2 50 S3 00 $330 S I 5"
MEN S OXFORDS,

calf

SIA

women's shoes.

cola

women's

PATENT COLT, GUN METAL

Is

VICI KID OR RUS-

kid, gun metal, vici kid or don- -

$1 50 $2 $2 50 $3 00 $3 50
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. .This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

street

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.
REPRESENTATIVES

ARE EXCLUSIVE

OF'

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
, Our
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

'TIs a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
3- - Quart
4- - Quart

2- -

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price 91.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

H. O'RIELLY

CO,

LUMBER,

Druggists'

-

65c
75c
90c

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

SASH,

-

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

n

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

VERITT
Li

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

The Stoutest

town wear Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes. One looks
n

UllW

717-72-

s

pounds lighter and

v I ZiJU

ni

Thinnest Man

lta----Tl- ie

1

uHUto

15

2 inches nar- -

TOO

LATE TO CLARIFY

FOR RENT Pleasant rooms for
housfkeeping.
Rent reasonable.
WVst Railroad avenue.
$90
WANTED
Two bollermakers;
I 'i an. nth.
Employment
Abraham
otlii'i', 10 West Silver avenue.

0LiJ U

X

and 8 inches wider.

STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS,
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
' tiil.er, ITureka la the only lime
ii. ro that win not pop, crack or
bllst it in the wall. See that it is
spce 'iih'd in your contract.
It '"

HAHN & CO.
Stein-Bloc- h

have

the needs of just such men.

.

0 C C ft
OJjOU

for

$1.2.--

making window serous all
together, and as strong as
d,
'
r.
'a '
for 7 cents a square font. A
8CI-or
that
door,
w:ll outl.ist any door shipped In l ore
i
together
trimwith
iron tN ensit.
V

f 19

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

'

nil r

IVES, the FLO HI ST
119

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
Auto. Phone 118.

BebberOpticalGo.
11B Gold Avenue

tfL
WiM

Glasses
Adjusted

'

LENSES GROUND

ON

TICKETS

R.R

Eyes

Absolutely
Is guaranteed

PREMISES

f

If you make our store the
basis of your clothes operations
and the Hart Schaffncr & Marx
quality the foundation of your
Ideas, you'll bo as well dressed
as a man can be.
"llere's a Varsity Sack Suit,
double breasted, that's built on
the right plan; we think It
oug'ht to he on you.

seated.

SOUGHT.

AND

Laying Clothes
Plans

Srhnffner

SOLO

&

',

reliability"
with the Hart
Marx label.

all-wo- ol

:

PPfPPl

SUITS FROM

EXCHANGED

812

Association Offlc.

to

$30

Transactions

I

MTV

Cuarant.td

118 W.

ROSENFIELD'S,

R. R. Ave.

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER.
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

Simon Stern
THE

j

The Railroad Ave.

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

Mrt.,sMtfif(wtf

Sec Our Windows j

Ciothhr

SJMTMW

B

a

yam,
mill

OUR APRIL

....

:

lii4JH

mm

iU atl

SALSZi

UNDER-IWUSLI- N

Our past Muslin Underwear &ales have been successes, but this is to be a greater one. This sale Includes only goods of the best qualities every- - piece new and clean; every piece as perfect as the most skilled American workers can produce. We furnish substantial proof that thla sale is a stroke for economy. We
give fine
d
china as premiums.
Thursday, April 26, is the beginning.
nand-paiute-

GOWNS.

Gowns of good quality muslin,
yoke cf tucks, Insertion, ruffle and
embroidered
50
Muslin Gowns,
several styles;
high, square or
tucked
yoke
finished with fine embroidery
Cambric and Nainsook Gowns,
daintily tucked
yoke, trimmed
with lace or embroidered; drawn
with ribbon
98
A very complete assortment of
Gowns, in high and low neck, and
long and short sleeve stvle,
at
25-- $l
50--S1
98
and up.
f-7-

5

....1

SKIRTS.
Cambric Skirts, wide ruffle and
222 West

Railroad

clusters of small tucks
98
Cambric Skirt, wide embroidery
ruffle and two rows of lace insertion and lace edge
25
Cambric Skirt, with wide ruffle
of embroidery and tucks.. 1 50
All styles of Skirts,
trimmed
with eyelet embroidery and lace,
at $1
r0--$3
00- -4
00 and up to glO 00

Drawers, wide
Insertion and lace

.

122

S. Second

V
Rcr.'

hen

for $1.25.
im1;o the regular
made
doors that have alwr.y cost,
f
2.2S.
I.T'i.
Oil
to
$'
SUPERIOR LUVBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

4

25

Fine Nainsook Corset Covers .1
Full front, trimmed with two rows
of insertion and lace; drawn with
ribbon
50
Corset Covers, In many of the
newest styles, trimmed with lace
and embroidery. 75
SI 00
and up to 2 50
wide Hope Muslin, per
yard

DRAWERS.
Muslin Drawers, with cambric
ruffle
2."iO
Muslin
or Cambric Drawers,
with embroidery ruffle, and tucks
ruffle,

of Drawers,
and up to

50

Sl

CORSET COVERS.
Corset Covers Full front.
Corset Covers Full front, with
two rows of insertion and lace

0S$2

a've
Cambric

2.--

$2 50

gl

Tj.

Avenue

Other new styles

SI

50
lawn

edge

98

kempenicii

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

Whitney Company
HARDWARE
n

Q oo
o

U3f U5, t M South First Street

t

re

HOSE, FLORAL SETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

is q

.

o

8
1

3 o

v

f

an
oo
C5

O

a

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, HEW MEXICO
S. T. VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

,

Eye Sight

NEW

MmmJA

Specialist

OPTICIAN

IN
MEXICO.

u
PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fltuil for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY h
Successors ro

t. j.
r- -

,
lumyWholesale
a

c
tt
h'ursi c

r--v

Wholesale

m

r

m

&

i

1

and Retail

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

GARDEN TOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

M

miir

West Cold

TIME IS COMING.
screens, 7 cents per foot.
made door, witn trimmings,

SCREEN

W in.liw
A Home
..

tailors who think of nothing but

OJUiUU

Dahlias, Tuberoses, Cannas, Glad-Ionand Pansles.
We have a fine lot of Bulbs and
Plants

APRIL 27, 1908.

WANTED,

113 Gold Avenue.

rower; the other 5 pounds heavier

BECAUSE

the time to plant

.

They .are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accept
i
ed at the above prices.

J.

snarp-slioc'tcr-

m

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Is

.,

$200 $2 50 $3. $3 50 $100'
patent
kid, gun metal, vici kid or
oxfords.

canvas

SPRING

v--

'S3 50 $3 00 $3 50 $100

patent

FRIDAY,

213 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

NEW MEXICO
M

V

